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SUMMARY 

This is a report on che eacing acceptability of beef loin Steaks from 126 car
casses of various shear srrengchs and federal grades. Eating acceptability was mea
sured by a sample of 266 Sr. Louis white households in October, 1955. 

Both the federal grade of a carcass and its shear measurement were fairly 
useful in predicting che consumer acceptability of loin sceaks. While somewhat 
related, grade and shear were sufficiendy independent chat acceptance prediction 
was materially improved by the use of both as explanatory variables. 

Twenty-one loin pairs in each of three comparisons were used. There were 
significant differences in the acceptability ratings of 17 Choice0 -Commercial (now 
Standard), 14 Good-Prime, and 4 Choice,-Choice, comparisons. Coefficients of 
correlation within grades of carcass shear values and acceptability ratings ranged 
from 0.24 to 0.74. 

As indicated by Figure 1, the leaner the grade the poorer ics over-all accepta· 
biliry and the more heterogeneous the acceptabiliry of carcasses within the grade. 
The acceptabil ity ratings of Prime and Choice were so overlapping chat they 
might have been combined with little loss in eating homogeneity. On the ocher 
hand, Good and, especially, Standard carcasses were so heterogeneous char a re
definition in to two or more homogeneous grades might be useful. Usc of shear 
measurements in conjunction with grades ?'ould improve the homogeneity 
grouping of these leaner carcasses, but an easier and more efficient grouping 
method appears desirable. 

Portions of 84 pairs of these loins were used in trio discrimination rests in 
the laboratory. There was a positive relationship between the difiercnces found 
by consumers and by laboratory testers, but it was disappointingly weak. 

The mean racings of the second replicate of the leaner grades were some
what better than the first replicate while those of the fatter grades were poorer. 
Whether this shift was random or was the first part of a trend is obviously an 
important question, which unfortunately was not answered in this experiment. 

Variations in consumer acceptability ratings can be assumed ro be largely 
explained by variarions in the rest product and in the household environment 
including the likes of the particular consumers. It is particularly difficult in the 
resting of conventional meat curs co separate household and animal variation be
cause of the absence of large quanciries of a product which are known, a priori, 
co be homogeneous. Evidence from these experiments is largely based upon 
means of carcasses which were rested by 12 to 14 households. There is evidence 
that the variation between carcass means was largely a result of vari:uion in 
product rather than in consumer likes or preferences. 

Over-all ratings were slightly but significantly related co method of cooking 
and to income. However, there was no relation of particular grade means to 
either of those variables. 



Fig. 1-Distribution of Carcasses (Loins) by Grade, St. Louis Panel. (Rating 
scale began with 1 as the best. Number of Join pairs in each grade was 21.) 
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INTRODUCTION 

The recogn ition and measurement of quality of agricu ltural products are 
important in a marker economy. Quality has implic:uions for resource use and 
production and merchandising policies of firms. It has significance for govem
menr programs rdared ro grading and regulation of markers. Educational and 
service programs co improve quality of produce muse be concerned about rhc 
dimensions of quality and particularly chose which are relevant in a marker econ
omy. 

Over rhe years there has been a wide diversity of interests among those con
cerned wirh produce quality. Some have emphasized programs ro "educare" rhe 
marker (consumers) concerning the quality characrerisrics they have believed 
important. This approach has irs genesis among producers of produces and chose 
representing rhe producer inreresr. It has been rhe predominant force in rhe 
evolution of standards of quality. 

Ocher inreresrs place more emphasis on nurririon, while a rhird group ap· 
proaches product quality from the viewpoint of rhe consumer. Parr of rhe diffi
culty lies in rhe orientation of produce quality standards which serve needs at 
different levels of rhe marker, i.e., the producer, wholesaler, retailer and consum
er. The controversy of private versus governmental standards of quality also is 
involved. This diversity of interests has led ro divergent approaches among re
search groups, each concerned with particular facers of this subject. 

Clarification of ideas rei a red ro quality would lead to the development of 
a more logical framework and place the various interests and approaches in prop
er relationships and perspective ro rhe needs of rhe marker economy. 

Recognition of quali ty variabil ity eventually leads ro qualitative standards. 
Such standards become "the children of trade necessity."**' While rhc case for 
them in agricultural marketing has been long established, they have man)' short
comings in both rhe manner of development and in their application. 

An optimistic view of the progress of standardization was presented in 1928 
by Dr. L. S. Tenny, chen Chief of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. He 
seated: 

**Numbers refer to references in rhe back. 
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Real progress has been made during the recent period of agricultural depression 

when every function of our marketing machinery has been reseed with a view co 

che elimination of waste. The movement has been further expedited by the de

velopment of specialized agriculrure which has rapidly changed rhe marketing of 
farm produces from a local or regional problem co one of national and even inter

national significance.: 
In noting the progress of grading during che cwo preceding decades, he 

scared chac: 
We have completed the fundamentals of the work and although each commodity 
has irs peculiarities and ics problems. we have mastered so many of them char we 
feel conlidenr we can ulrimarel}• formulate standards for all of the factors of all 
the commodities. • 

Tenney's views stressing the need for and progress of qualiry scandardization 

were largely producer or marker oriented-that is, they would serve chese inter

ests primarily and only incidentally the needs of consumers. This strong bene 

coward producer-oriented, quality standardization is particularly evident in che 

case of beef. Adaptability of che beef quality scandards co consumer needs has 

been given scam accention unci! recent years. 
The framework adopted for work reported in chis bulletin was char qualiry 

muse be interpreted in ccrms having relevance co wane-satisfaction. Discovery of 

chese characteristics is che first seep. The next seeps are identification and mea

surement of chose physical aspecrs of che produce which comribure co the wane

satisfaction of important groups of consumers. These steps precede the develop

ment of quality standards. The resulting standard has only one main function co 

perform. That function is to assure chat the quality characteristics be fairly homo

geneous within each classincation and be homogeneous over time. Questions of 

fitting rhe produces in order along a classification scale in ce.rms of their marker 

value is a cask of che marker processes and not of the "experts" designing the 

quality standards. The ideal standard would attain product homogeneity within 

classifications as measured by factors relevant co consumers. If such a standard 

can be obtained or approximated, it will clearly be a boon co marker and re

source efficiency. 
In brief, che efficient satisfaction of consumer demand for any produce requires 

char chat product be designed co maximize consumer satisfacrion ac the lease pos

sible cosc. Effective product designing requires che discovery of which faccors can 

be varied and how chese variations affect boch production costs and consumer ac

ceptance. The elfccc of cerrain variations in beef shorr loins upon consumer ac

ceptance is reported in chis bulletin. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The long-rime inceresc of economists in theoretical consumer preferences 

contrasts with the relatively recent empirical research in that area. In meacs, 

there were a few surveys of consumer attitudes before World War Il,3 · • ·• and a 
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few careful experimental studies have occurred since the war. Postwar studies 
of visual preferences for grades or ocher classifications of beef have been reported 
by researchers at Washington Scace,6 Arizona,'·8 Colorado," Wyoming,'0 Texas," 
and Missouri.12

·'
3
·" 

There have been a large number of studies concerned with laboratory or 
panel evaluation of the infiuence of various variables in the composition of beef 
or in its processing or cooking upon its acceptability. A few of the more im
porranr studies which have attempted to relate acceptability co degree of finish 
or grade of beef are chose by Cover eta/., 15 Hankins and Ellis,' 6 Wanderscock 
and Miller, 11 and Husaini, et aJ. 18 While these and other studies have contribut
ed much co the understanding of facrors which affect acceptabil ity, there are 
manr relationships which still have not been accurately defined or measured. A 
major shortcoming of laboratory panel evaluation of acceptability is irs uncertain 
and probably shifting relation co consumer acceptability. There are various ap
propriate uses for laboracory panels in a preference research program, of course-'9 

The following statement from the recent publication of Cover et a/. sum
marizes some of the difficulties in defining imporcanr relationships: "At any 
rare the agreemenr between fatness and tenderness is low enough so that it is 
not surprising that a consumer who buys far loin steaks or even well -marbled 
loin steaks is sometimes disappointed in their tenderness. Because none of che 
coefficients is high, ic is doubted char fatness by itself is responsible for a mark
ed increase in tenderness and juiciness. It is disconcerting chat something which 
has appeared so obvious co so many for so long should be so extraordinarily dif
ficult co prove in the laboratory." 

A large laboratory srudy of discrimination between and within grades at this 
station also indicated only a weak relationship between degree of finish and dis
criminable eating differences. 20 

Only two published reports were found on consumer eating acceptability of 
beef, air hough a few stations indicate currenr research in chis area. 12 

·
7 Researchers 

at the Missouri Station sold rib steaks and/or rib roascs co 92 consumers in 1952. 
A follow-up after consumption indicated chat all 3 Prime, 12 of the 13 Choice, 
12 of the 17 Good, and 26 of the 28 Commercial steaks were quite sacisfacroty. 
Satisfaction wich their purchased roast was expressed by 7 of che 8 purchasers of 
Prime, all 19 of rhe purchasers of Choice, 21 of the 23 purchasers of Good, and 
20 of che 21 purchasers of Commercial. The few expressed dislikes generally in
volved roughness in the leaner grades and excessive fat in che farcer grades. 

Much the same results were obtained more recently in a larger study ac 
Phoenix. "O f 351 consumers of U. S. Commercial grade beef, 96.1 percent raced 
their roasts or steaks as 'Excellenr,' ' Good,' or 'Satisfactory.' Of 269 consumers 
of U. S. Choice, 94.8 percenr gave che above ratings, while of 234 consumers of 
U. S. Good beef, 93.2 percent gave the above racings for their roasts or steaks."' 
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GRADE AND SHEAR AS PREDICTORS 
O F CONSUMER ACCEPTANCE 

Federal g rades of beef were developed by rhe U.S.D.A. in conjunction with 
carrie producers and meat packers in the 1920's. Grades were developed ro facili
tate market rrading, including rhe buying and selling without inspection of 
carcasses and were based upon cenain phys ical descriptions and photographs. In 
rhe marker, grades of carrie sell at price differentials which are not entirely justi
fied by differences in physical yield ro the wholesaler or retailer but rather are 
mainly justified by differences in retail prices. Therefore, grades must provide 
meaningful differences in acceptabilit)' ro consumers. If grades do not perform 
that function. they promote economic inefficiency. The general belief has been 
that grades do provide fairly meaningful differences in consumer acceptabili-., .,., ..,~ 

ty.- ··-·-· 
The most widely used objeccive method of measuring tenderness in beef is 

the Warner-Bratzler mechanical shear. This device measures in pounds the force 
reauired to shear a core of cooked or raw meat one inch or one-half inch in • 
diameter. Several researchers have measured the relation berween subjective panel 
measurements of meat tenderness and shear scores and have found a rather large 
range in the size of the correlation coefficients. Bratzler reports simple r's rang
ing from 0.299 to 0.986.~4 The typically small number of samples correlated as 
well as various undersrandardized variables such as degree of doneness, uniformi
ty of samples. and variability inherent in the machines and in subjective scoring 
probably contributed to the variability of rhe simple r's. While the shear, pre
sumably, is not a precise measure of tenderness, irs measurements should show 
some relation ro consumer acceptabiliry. "• ·"~ 

Experimental Procedure of Consumer Test. 

Resources were available for a sample of approximately 250 households. A 
larger sample was desired, but this size was considered adequate for the experi
ment. The sampling was done in the city and counry of Sr. Louis, which had an 
estimated population of 1,400,000 people in 1955. 

Two-srage, cluster sampling procedure was used. Simple random sampling 
of this metropolitan area would have been much more costly. Only the white 
population was sampled. This population was further restricted ro 

(1) Households wirh annual incomes-after withholding raxes-of $2500 

(2) 

(3) 

'4) t . 

or more. 
Households wirh rwo adults-but fewer than nine persons-who con
sumed ar lease rwo meals per day ar home. 
Households in which the person doing most of rhe meat shopping had 
5 or more years of schooling and was under 70 years of age. 
Households which had consumed beef steaks or roasts in the previous 
rwo weeks. 
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The purpose of these restrictions was ro define a population which actually 
or potentially represented a marker for beef steaks. Further derails of the sampl
ing procedure are in the appendix. 

Selection of rhe panel was conducted during rhe period September 19 ro 
October 7, 1955. A schedule was used co obtain general information concerning 
consumption and cooking practices and co enable easier escablishmenc of rapport 
with prospective panel members. In addition, some specific questions were asked 
co determine eligibility of rhe household. If the household mer rhe requirements, 
the interviewer chen invited the family ro participate in the rasre panel. A sec 
of instructions ro rhe cooperating panel members was lefr ar chis ci me. Panel 
members served without remuneration except for the meat they obtained as a 
parr of the srody. 

In planning chis phase of the work it was deemed desirable co use beef cues 
from carcasses of the grade and weight classes used in the previous scudy,20 inso
far as the resources permitted. However, carcasses were selected from the middle 
third rather chan che lower third of the grade this time. The tie-in with the lab
oratory panel through the use of similar grade and weight classes of beef carcas
ses would provide some evidence· of the association of the results of the labora
tory panel with chose of the household consumer panel. 

Resources limited the number of comparisons which could be made with a 
large consumer panel, so the weight comparisons within a grade were dropped. 
Two comparisons of the non-adjacent grades- Commercial-Choice0t and Good
Prime-were selected for this phase of the study and an identical comparison of 
Choice,-Choice2t was used as a control. All carcasses were soft-boned and the 
Commercial carcasses would now be graded Standard. All carcasses were graded 
by federal graders after being ribbed down. Hot carcasses weights were permitted 
co vary from 555 co 60S pounds. The three sees provided for three caste compari
sons. 

Use of both rhc left and right loins of the carcass permitted six caste com
parisons- chat is, each comparison could be repeated once. Servicing a panel of 
266 households with six caste comparisons required 21 pairs of loins of each 
grade or a rota! of 126 pairs for the six grades. 

Shore-loins were purchased from commercial packers after selection accord
ing to the specifications outlined above. After loins were aged at 38° F for seven 
ro nine days, the tenderloin muscle and ventral, vertebral processes were removed. 
The sreaks were cur as specified below. Then they were wrapped individually in 
laminated freezer paper, assigned code designations, frozen ac - 10° F, and stored 
at 0° F until they were delivered co cold storage facilities in St. Louis. Discribu-

t The subscripts 0, 1, 2 indicated on rhe Choice grades are used co faci litate discussion. 
All of the Choice loins in each of rhe comparisons were of the same weight class and 
grade and were presumably similar. All carcasses were in the weight class 555-605 
pounds. 
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tion of rhe meat from cold storage ro homes of panel members was handled in 
double layer cardboard containers. Dry ice was placed in each container to pre
vent thawing of rhe sreaks during rhe delivery process. 

The general sampling design was influenced by some of rhe inherent charac
teristics of rhe material ro be reseed. Previous experience had shown char 15 to 
18 steaks, ¥1 inch thick, can generally be obrained from a beef short loin. A 
steak 1.5 inches thick from rhe lefr loin of each carcass was reserved for shear 
analysis. In addition, six sreaks, ¥1 inch thick, were reserved from each of 14 
pairs of loins (A-N) for use with a laboratory panel, the objective being rode
termine ro what extent laboratory panel discrimination results could be correlated 
with large consumer-panel results. Therefore, rwo replicares of 12 sreaks each 
were obtained from rhe 14 loin pairs (A-N) and cwo replicares of 14 steaks each 
from the 7 loin pairs (P-W).tt The 21 pairs of loins, 14 with 12 sreaks each and 
7 with 14 steaks each, provided for a taste panel composed of 38 clusters of seven 
household units each for a coral of 266 households. (T<ible 1). 

Each steak was cur in half so each of the rwo adult members of each house
hold could caste each steak. Some means was needed ro identify rhe preparation 
and cooking of the sreaks in rhe household. Such identification was accomplished 
by clamping an aluminum ring around rhe bone on both halves of one of the 
steaks in rhe particular comparison. In the replicate rasre rest of rhe same com
parison. the rings were placed on rhe other sreak. Thus each grade of steaks was 
identified by the rings an equal number of times in the study. (See phorographs, 
Figure 2.) 

The general design showing rhe assignment of loins and sreaks ro individual 
clusters and households is shown in Table 1. For example, clusters 1 through 12 
would be rasring from loins A through G. In addi<ion, the steaks from loin A 
would be rasred by households in 12 different clusters widely separated geograph· 
ically. The seven households in cluster 1, for example, would be tasting from 
first position sreaks of seven different loins. cluster 2 from the second position 
steaks of rhe same set of loins, ere. Loin pairs for e:tch grade were assigned, ran
domly, the lerrers A through W (omiHing 0 and Q). A particular pair of loins 
of one grade '~'.·as compared with rhe same lenered pair of rhe ocher grade. 

The household consumption of rhe loin sreaks began Ocrober 10 and con
tinued for rhree weeks. Deliveries were made rwice weekly. A brief preference 
and acceptance schedule '~'.•as picked up on the following delivery. Acceptance 
ratings and a preference choice were obtained on each pair of steaks from each 
of rwo designated adult consumers in each household. Information on cooking 
methods and degree of doneness was also obtained. 

+tLeners 0 and Q were removed in che assigned lettering sequence bee2use of rhe 
danger of confusing one for the other. 



Fig. 2-Samples of the Three Comparisons. 

Good, left, compared with Prime. 

Standard, left, compared with Choice0 • 

Choice2 , left, compared with Choice, . 
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TABLE 1--GENERAL DESIGN SHOWING ASSIGNMENT OF LOINS AND STEAKS 
TO INDIVIDUAL HOUSEHOLDS WITHIN CLUSTERS 

luster 
number Loin and steak position codea 

1 A-1 B-1 C-1 D-1 E - 1 F-1 G-1 
2 A- 2 B-2 C-2 D-2 E-2 F-2 G-2 
3 A- 3 B-3 C-3 D-3 E-3 F-3 G-3 
4 A-4 B-4 C-4 D-4 E-4 F-4 G-4 
5 A-5 B-5 C- 5 D-5 E-5 F-5 G-5 
6 A-6 B-6 C-6 D-6 E- 6 F-6 G-6 
7 A-7 B-7 C-7 D-7 E-7 F-7 G-7 
8 A-8 B-8 C-8 D- 8 E-8 F-8 G-8 
9 A-9 B-9 C-9 D-9 E-9 F-9 G-9 

10 A-10 B-10 C-10 D-10 E-10 F-10 G-10 
ll A- ll B-11 C-ll D-11 E - ll F-ll G-11 
12 A-12 B-12 C-12 D-12 E-12 F-12 G-12 

13 H- 1 I- 1 J-1 K-1 L-1 M-1 N-1 
14 H-2 1-2 J-2 K-2 L-2 M-2 N-2 
15 H-3 I-3 J-3 K-3 L-3 M-3 N- 3 
16 H-4 1-4 J-4 K-4 L-4 M-4 N-4 
17 H-5 I-5 J-5 K-5 L-5 M-5 N-5 
18 H-6 1-6 J - 6 K-6 L-6 M-6 N-6 
19 H-7 I-7 J-7 K-7 L-7 M-7 N- 7 
20 H- 8 I-8 J-8 K-8 L- 8 M-8 N-8 
21 H-9 1-9 J-9 K-9 L-9 M-9 N-9 
22 H- 10 I-10 J-10 K-10 L-10 M-10 N-10 
23 H-11 I-ll J-11 K-11 L-11 M-11 N-ll 
24 H-12 I-12 J -12 K-12 L-12 M-12 N-12 
25 P-1 R-1 S-1 T-1 U-1 V- 1 W-1 
26 P-2 R-2 S-2 T-2 U-2 V-2 W-2 
27 P-3 R-3 S-3 T - 3 U-3 V-3 W-3 
28 P-4 R-4 S -4 T-4 U-4 V-4 W-4 
29 P-5 R-5 S-5 T-5 U-5 V-5 W- 5 
30 P-6 R-6 S-6 T-6 U-6 V-6 W-6 
31 P-7 R-7 S-7 T-7 U-7 V-7 W-7 
32 P-8 R-8 S-8 T-8 U- 8 V-8 W-8 
33 P-9 R-9 S-9 T-9 U-9 V-9 W-9 
34 P-10 R-10 S-10 T-10 U-10 V-10 W-10 
35 P-11 R-11 S-11 T-ll U- ll V-11 W-11 
36 P-12 R-12 S-12 T-12 U-12 V-12 W-12 
37 P -13 R -13 S-13 T -13 U-13 V-13 W-13 
38 P -14 R-14 S-14 T-14 U-14 V-14 W-14 

aThe loin and steak position code also served to identify households in the panel. 

Acceptability of Loins as Associated with Carcass Grades. 

Three comparisons were made of steak grades by the household panel
Standard-Choice0. Good-Prime, and Choice,-Choice0 • Ratings of steaks of each 
grade in these comparisons were made twice by each panel member-char is, 
chere were cwo replicates. Since chere were 266 panel households each with rwo 
panel members, there was a possible coral of 6,384 individual ratings. Due to ill
ness or ocher family reasons, cwo households withdrew from che scudy. In addi-
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cion, some panel members failed co give racings or gave racings inconsisrenr wirh 
preferences, resulting in a loss of 1.6 percenr of racings possible.:j: Inasmuch as 
rhe panel members were involved in the scudy over a three-week period, rhe coral 
loss of data was surprisingly low. 

The descriptive hedonic racing scale used co obtain racings of each steak 
sample in the comparison by each panel member in rhe household was assigned 
a numerical raring of 1 co 9 to facilitate analysis. The smaller number denoted a 
superior racing while the higher number indicated an inferior raring on the he· 
donie scale. The mid-poinr in rhe scale, "Neither Like nor Dislike," was equiva
lent co 5, numerically (Table 2). 

TABLE 2--FREQUENCY OF RATINGS OF BEEF STEAKS ACCORDING 

Hedonic 
scale rating 

No ratinga 
Like extremely 
Like very much 
Like moderately 
Like slightly 
Neither like nor dislike 
Dislike slightly 
Dislike moderately 
Dislike very much 
Dislike extremely 

TO SCALE, ALL COMPARISONS 
Numerical Men 

rating NllDlber Percent 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

48 1.5 
342 10.8 
869 27.3 
813 25.6 
464 14.6 
242 7.6 
170 5.3 
101 3.2 
98 3.1 
33 1.0 

3180 100.0 
arncludes ratin~~:s contradictory to expressed preference. 

Women 
Number Percent 

54 1.7 
341 10.7 
966 30.4 
770 24.2 
439 13.8 
224 7.0 
158 5.0 
96 3.0 
89 2.8 
43 1.4 

3180 100.0 

The modal rating given by panel members was 2, i.e. "like very much." 
More chan 50 percent of the coral ratings were 2 and 3. Nearly one-third of the 
racings by women were raced 2-"Like Very Much." One might assume char rhc 
modal racing should be near the mid-point of rhe scale. However, che face char 
loin sreaks were used would suggest higher modal racings, since loin sreaks are 
among the most generally preferred portions of che beef carcass. 

While the over-all modal racing was 2, the modal racing for Standard and 
Good grades of sceak was 3 and for Choice0 and Prime ir was 2. In che case of 
Choice0 and Prime, one-third of the racings were 2, while less chan one-fourth 
of rhe Standard and Good steaks were raced either 2 or 3. One-third of che rac
ings of Standard were below 5 (poorer chan 5 ). The distributions are generally 
more skewed proceeding in grade-ranked order from Standard through Prime 
(Figure 3 ). One might infer from che distributions chat the lower grades might 
be more heterogeneous in eacing characteristics chan che higher grades. Ic muse 
be remembered chat these are sensory elevations of people with varying experi· 
ence in eating beef; their preferences are based in pare on chat experience. Yec 

:):Schedules from those panel members racing one steak superior and then showing a 
"preference" for the other steak were omitted from the rating and preference analysis. 
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Fig. 3-Distribution of Ratings of Steaks by Grade, Both Replicates. (Rating 

scale began with 1 as the best.) 
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the tentative inference is plausible, recognizing the weaknesses in methodology 
concerning the obtaining of the ratings, the limited numl:ier of comparisons, and 
the size of the sample. Further evidence of heterogeneity will be presented later. 

The mean rating of men for all samples was 3.31 while char of women was 
3.25. Although women raced the samples slightly higher, rhe difference was not 

significant. The mean ratings of grades for both men and women were in grade
ranked order-char is, Prime received rhe lowest numerical mean racing (super· 
ior) while Commercial received rhe highest numerical mean raring. Good and 
Choice grades were raced in grade-ranked order between Standard and Prime. 

The Choice grade ratings in rhe control comparison (Choice,-Choice2) were 
lower in hedonic scale sense chan the ratings of Choice0 in the comparison with 
Standard (Table 3). 

The difference in the racings of Choice in the control comparison as con
trasted wirh the non-adjacent grade comparisons cannot be fully explained. Part 

of this difference might be inherent in non-adjacent grade comparisons because 
panel members were in this instance raring the Choice in relarion co Standard 
grade. In rhe conrrol comparison rhe ratings were in relation to grades presumed 
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TABLE 3 --MEAN RATING OF LOIN BEEF STEAKS BY GRADE 

Grade 
Standard 
Cholceo 
Good 
Prime 
Cholcet 
Cholce2 

Combined Mean 
awelghted Mean 

Men 
4.54 
2.84 
3.65 
2.71 
3.12 
3.14 
3.31 

Mean Ratingsa 

15 

Women 
4.63 
2. 75 
3.52 
2.57 
3.09 
3.05 
3.25 

ro be identical. The mean shears of Choice, and Choice2 were about 2 pounds 

higher rhan mean shears of Choice0 . This marrer is further explored in later sec· 

cions. 
Two major sources of variation in consumer acceptance ratings are (1) dif· 

ferences in acrirudes of consumers coward an identical product, and (2) differ
ences in sensory characteristics of products. The second source of variation can 
largely be comrolled in many manufactured or processed produces in which con· 

siderable homogeneity can be obtained by careful mixing. However, homogeneity 
of beef steaks cannot be assumed ro extend beyond the groups of steaks from a 

single animal-and small differences may even exist there. 
Therefore, differences in mean ratings of groups of steaks from the various 

carcasses may be caused by sensory differences in the carcasses and/or differences 
in acceptance attitudes of the consumers rating those steaks. To minimize the 

inRuence of particular consumer attitudes upon carcass ratings, each carcass was 
randomly distributed among 12 or 14 households in as many differem neighbor

hoods. Evidence will be presented later co indicate that most of the differences in 
mean carcass racings should be acrributed to sensory d ifferences in carcasses 
rather chan to mean differences among groups of consumers. 

Sensory differences among carcasses wirhin the same grade were expected. 
While only beefloins were used in this srudy, the term "carcass" is employed here 

as comprising both the left and right loins. Table 4 gives mean racings, by men, 

of both left and right loins of the 21 carcasses in the sample for each grade. 
The range in mean racings of carcasses was greatest for standard (2.65-6.74) and 

smallest for Prime (2.07-3.17), see Figure l. 
There were significant differences in the acceptability ratings of 17 of the 

21 Standard-Choice0 comparisons, 14 of rhe 21 Good-Prime comparisons, and 4 
of the 21 Choice,-Choice2 comparisons. 

Analysis in terms of the mean racings of eating characteristics given co the 

21 carcasses (loin pairs) within each grade suggestS wide differences in character
istics for the lower grades, Standard and Good. The variation within a grade re

sulting from the differences in the carcass mean racings was nor significant for 
Choice0 , Choice., and Prime. This suggests more homogeneity among carcasses 

of the higher grades than was true of the lower grades (Table 5). 



Carcass 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
p 
R 
s 
T 
u 
v 
w 

Mean 
Grade 
Rating 
Range 

TABLE 4--MEAN RATINGS BY MEN OF CARCASSES BY GRADES IN BOTH REPLICATESa 
Grade 

Standard Cholceo Good Prime Cholcet Choice2 Group 
Rank Rating Rating Rank Rank Rating Rating Ra.nk Rank Rating Rating Rank Mean 

5 3.71 3.33 19 10 3.58 2.08 2 7 2.88 2.75 5 3.05 
1 2.65 3.65 20 8 3.38 2.67 7 20 3.71 2.83 7 3.15 
6 4.00 2.45 4 2 2.64 2.95 17 12 3.14 3.00 11 3.03 

20 5.79 2.62 7 14 3.67 2.83 12 14 3.17 4.54 21 3.77 
12 4.65 3.22 18 20 4.77 2.95 17 14 3. 17 3.71 19 3.75 

2 3.08 3.12 17 9 3.54 3.00 19 9 2.92 2.91 10 3.10 
16 5.04 2.46 5 4 3.17 2.79 11 6 2.86 3.55 18 3.31 
8 4.14 2.76 10 6 3.35 2.35 4 8 2.91 2.91 10 3.07 
7 4.12 3.00 15 13 3.63 2. 79 11 18 3.50 3.29 14 3.39 
9 4.39 2.91 12 16 3.96 3.13 19 2 2.52 3.13 13 3.34 

18 5.52 2. 74 9 17 4.04 2.50 5 16 3.38 2.54 2 3.45 
19 5.61 3.00 15 8 3.38 2. 79 11 1 2.27 4.18 20 3.54 
12 4.65 2.43 2 21 4. 79 3.17 21 3 2.57 3.39 16 3.50 
15 4 .96 3.08 16 12 3.61 2.17 3 10 3.00 3.48 17 3.38 
10 4.64 2.96 13 5 3.33 3.00 19 17 3.39 2.64 4 3.33 
4 3.48 3.89 21 3 3.04 2.92 15 5 2.81 2.59 3 3.12 

13 4.89 2.86 11 18 4.08 2.68 8 4 2.75 2.89 8 3.36 
21 6.74 2.44 3 1 2.59 2.07 1 21 3.74 2.52 1 3.35 
17 5.33 2.15 1 19 4.22 2.89 14 19 3.54 3.35 15 3.58 
3 3.11 2.50 6 11 3.60 2. 56 6 15 3.35 2. 77 6 2.98 

15 4.96 2.74 9 15 3.93 2.85 13 11 3.11 3.07 12 3.44 

4.54 
2.65-

6.74 

2.84 
2.15-

3.89 

3.65 
2.59-

4.79 

2.71 
2.07-

3.17 

3.12 
2.27 -

3.74 

3.14 
2.52-

4.54 

3.31 
2.98-

3.77 
aAverage of the mean ratings of left and right loins. Since the ratings of husbands and wives were highly correlated, the 

ratings of only the men are used in much of the analysis. 
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TABLE 5 --SOURCE OF VARIATION IN MEAN RATINGS BY MEN OF 
CARCASSES BY GRADES 

Source 
of 

Variation 

Degrees 
of 

Freedom 
Between Car-

casses Within 
a Grade 

Within Car-
cass Means of 

20 

Two Replicates 21 
.. Significant at .01 level. 

Standard Choiceo 

8.48•· 1.02 

Observed F Ratio 
Grade 

Good Prime Choice) Choice2 

4.31 ·· 1.62 1.00 3.73 .. 

17 

When che individual loin score racings of men were analyzed for significant 

sources of variation among carcasses wichin grades, ir was found char all 21 

Prime grade loin pairs were raced quite uniformly (Table 6). There was signili· 

cane disagreement in che racings of Commercial and on!)' slighdy less in rhe case 

of Good. The three groups of the Choice grade were rated quire uniformly bur 

less so than the Prime grade. A significant source of variation in individual rat· 

ings appeared in three of six rating opporrunities for the Choice grade. 

TABLE 6 --SOURCE OF VARIATION IN INDIVIDUAL RATINGS BY MEN AMONG 
LOINS BY GRADES 

Source of 
Variation Standard Choiceo 

RepJtcate 1 
Degrees of Freedom 

Between Loins 
Withln Loins 

Observed F Ratio 
Rep11cate 2 
Degrees of Freedom 

20 
229 

Between Lolns 20 
Within Loins 226 

Observed F Ratio 3.08** 
*Significant at .05 level. 

••Significant at .01 level. 

20 
229 

1.91* 

20 
226 

1.14 

Grade 
Good Prime Choicet ChoiCe? 

20 20 20 20 
229 229 224 224 

2.39•• .82 2.tt•• .91 

20 20 20 20 
223 223 220 220 

1.94• 1.39 .92 2.26 .. 

Graphic representation of rhe distribution of the mean carcass racings for 

each grade is shown in Figure 4. Although there were but 21 carcasses in the 

sample for each grade, an indication of the narure of the distributions can be ob· 
rained. The leaner grades exhibit a wider dispersion of mean carcass racings. On 

the or her hand, rhe range of mean carcass ratings of Choice and Prime is less. ln 

rerms of rating evaluations, Standard is the most heterogeneous and Prime the 

mosr homogeneous of the four grades. Y ec, some Standard carcasses were rated 

as high as Prime carcasses-chat is, the distributions overlap considerably. The 

distributions of the carcass ratings of all grades overlap and in the case of Choice0 

and Prime in the first replicate there is considerable similarity in rhe distribu

tions. The distribution of carcass racings shifted to the right from the first to the 

second replicate for the two fatter grades and to rhe left for rhe rwo leaner 

grades. 



Fig. 4-Distribution of Mean Loin Ratings by Grode. (Rating by men, rounded 

to nearest quarter.) 
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Fig. 5- Distribution of Carcasses (Loins) by Shear Group, St. Louis Panel. 
(Rating scale began with 1 as ffie "best.) 
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Shear Strength of Carcasses 

Acceptability of Loins as Associated With Shear Values. 

Shear-Acceptance: The smaller the carcass shear racing the smaller (beccer) in 
general was the carcass acceprabilicy raring. The mean acceptability raring of the 
33 carcasses shearing below 16 pounds was 2.73 wirh a range of 2.07 ro 3.65, 
while the mean raring of the 17 carcasses shearing above 24 pounds was 4.61 
wirh a range of 3.38 to 6.74 (Table 7 and Figure 5). The higher rhe shear group 
rhe more heterogeneous was loin acceptability. In general, prediction of accept
ability by shear measurements alone would have been abour as accurate as by 
grade alone. The grade method of prediction would have been leasr accurate at 
rhe leaner side of the grade scale, and rhe shear method would have been least 
accurate at the higher side of the shear scale. 

Size of mean shear differences in paired carcasses was related to acceptabiliry 
differences (Table 8). While the relationship was weak, it is of some usefulness. 
The association of changes in direction of rhe shear and rating differences in the 
Choice,-Choice2 comparisons is parricularly inreresring (Table 9). In 17 of the 
21 pairs the Choice loin with the smaller shear had the better acceptance rating. 
Shear-Grade: The lower mean shear values were associated with the rwo higher 
grades (Tables 7 and 10). in contrast to the shear values obtained in the sample 
of loins used for the Ia bora tory panel20 (see Appendix, Table 25) rhe mean shear 
values of the carcasses in rhis study were in grade-ranked order-char is, che low-



TABLE 7 -- MEAN RAT INGS OF CARCASSES BY FOUR SHEAR GROUPS 

Under 16 
Shear Ratin 

Prime) 
N- 8.2 2.17 
T-10.8 2.07 
B-12.7 2.67 
R-13.0 2.92 
I- 13.2 2. 79 
K-13.4 2.50 
H-13.6 2.35 
G-14.2 2.79 
r-14.2 3.13 
V- 14.4 2.56 
M-15.0 3.17 
A-15.5 2.08 
D-15. 7 2.83 

(Choiceo) 
M-11.3 2.43 
r- 11.8 2.91 
D- i2.4 2.62 
B- 13 .9 3.65 
G- 13.9 2.46 
U- 14.3 2.15 
V-14.7 2.50 
T- 15.3 2.44 

(Choice1l 
r-13 .9 2.52 
M-15.4 2.57 

(ChoiCe2) 
V- 11.7 2.77 
K-12.3 2.54 
B-12. 7 2.83 
W-13. 5 3.07 

(Good) 
G-12.5 3.17 
T- 12.9 2.59 
V- 15.5 3.60 
L-15.8 3.38 

(Commercial ) 
B-15.0 2.65 
v -15.0 3.11 

Range 2.07-3.65 
Mean 13.57 2. 73 

N • 33 

Shear Pressure In Pounds 
16-19.9 20.0-23.9 

Shear Ratln Shear Ratln 
(Prime Prime) 

P-16.5 3.00 U-21.4 2.89 
W-17.7 2.85 (Cholceo) 
F-17.8 3.0(, F - 21.0 3.12 
C-18.1 2.95 A-22.0 3.33 
L-18. 7 2. 79 (Choice}) 
E-19.5 2.95 B-20.1 3. 71 
s- 19.5 2.68 u -20. 1 3.54 

(Cholceo) T-21.2 3. 74 
C- 16.5 2.45 0~21.9 3.17 
L-16.7 3.00 E-22.1 3.17 
B.l7.0 2.76 P-22.3 3.39 
I- 17.5 3.00 l- 23.2 3.50 
W-17.5 2.74 (CboiCe2) 
R-17 .6 3.89 s- 20.0 2.89 
K-18.0 2.74 I- 21.6 3.29 
N-18.0 3.08 U-21. 7 3.35 
S- 18.4 2.86 L -23.4 4.18 
P- 18.6 2.96 N-23.8 3.48 
E-18.8 3.22 (Good) 

(Choice}) P-20.2 3.33 
F -16.4 2.92 W-20.2 3.93 
S-16.6 2.75 M- 20.8 4.79 
R- 16.8 2.81 N-21.4 3.61 
W-16.8 3.11 R-21.5 3.04 
L-17.0 2.27 F-21.6 3.54 
G-17 .5 2.86 A-22.6 3.58 
A-17.6 2.88 K- 22.9 4.04 
K-17.6 3.38 (Commercial) 
N-17 .6 3.00 U-20." 5.33 
V- 18.0 3.35 M- 20.8 4.65 
C-18.9 3.14 G- 22.0 5.04 
H-19.3 2.91 W-22.3 4.96 

(Cbo!Ce2) F-22.6 3.08 
r-16. 1 3.13 E-23.1 4.65 
T - 16. 1 2.52 Range 2.89-4.96 
A-16.4 2. 75 Mean 21.69 3. 74 
P- 16. 7 2.64 N = 29 
C-17 .0 3.00 
R-17.3 2.59 
F-17.8 2.91 
E-18.5 3.71 
H-18. 7 2.91 
G-19.8 3.55 

(Good) 
H-17 .5 3.58 
I- 17.7 3.63 
C-18. 1 2.64 
D-19.2 3.67 

(Commercial) 
J-17.5 4.39 
R- 17.5 3.48 
H-19.5 4.14 

Range 2.27-4.39 
Mean 17.74 3.05 

N- 47 

24.0 and Over 
Shear Ratln 

Cboice2) 
M-25.1 3.39 
D-26.3 4.54 

(Good) 
B-24.5 3.38 
E-25.0 4. 77 
s- 26.8 4.08 
1-30.1 3.96 
U-30.1 4.22 

(Commer cial) 
L- 25.5 5.61 
K-25.7 5.52 
N-26. 7 4.96 
D- 27.2 5.79 
A-28.3 3. 71 
1- 28.4 4.12 
C-28.5 4.00 
P-28.6 4.64 
s- ?.9.6 4.89 
T-41.5 6. 74 

Range 3.38-6.74 
Mean 28.11 4.61 

N = 17 



TABLE 8--CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED PHYSICAL AND 
HEDONIC SCALE RELATIONSHIPsa 

Difference In Mean Shear 
of the Comparison to 
Difference In Mean Rat
Ings of Carcasses 
Comparison: 

Standard - Choice0 
Good- Prime 
Choice1 - Cholce2 

All Grades 
Mean Shear Value to Mean 

Ratings of Carcasses 
Grade: 

Standard 
Good 
Choiceo 
Choice1 
Cholce2 
Prime 

N 
21 
21 
21 

63 

21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

a 
Carcass ratings represent those by men only. 

.75 

.33 

.63 

.67 

.64 

.59 

.45 

.74 

.24 

.53 

Confidence 
Limitsb 

.45 to .88 
- .13 to .67 

.26 to .83 

.48 to .78 

.27 to .83 

.19 to .81 

.01 to .74 

.44 to .88 
-.22 to .61 
.11 to .78 

bconfldence limits should be Interpreted cautiously because of the limitations 
upon the sampling techniques and the subjective nature of acceptance data. 

TABLE 9-- DIFFERENCE IN MEAN RATINGS OF MEN AND DIFFERENCE IN 
SHEAR VALUE OF LOIN PAIRS BY COMPARISONS 

Standard-Choiceo Good- Prime Cholce1- Cholce2 
Difference Difference DUference Difference 

Loin in Mean in Shear in Shear in Shear 
Pair Ratio Valueb Valueb Valueb 

A 6. 7. 1. 
B -1.00 1.1 0.71 11.8 0.88 8.0 
c 1.55 12.0 - 0.31 0.0 0.14 1.9 
D 3.17 14.8 0.84 3.5 -1.37 - 4.4 
E 1.43 4.3 1.82 5.5 -0.54 3.6 
F - 0.40 1.6 . 0.54 3 .8 0.01 -1.4 
G 2.58 8.1 0.38 - 1. 7 - 0.69 -2.3 
H 1.38 2.5 1.00 3.9 0.00 0.6 
I 1.12 10.9 0.84 4.5 0.21 1.6 
J 1.48 5.7 0.83 15.9 - 0.61 -2 .2 
K 2.78 !7.7 1.54 9.5 0.84 5.3 
L 2.61 8.8 0.59 - 2.9 -1.91 -6.4 
M 2.22 9.5 1.62 5.8 -0.82 -9.7 
N 1.88 8.7 1.44 13.2 -0.48 -6.2 
p 1.68 10.0 0.33 3.7 0.75 5.6 
R - 0.41 - 0.1 0.12 8.5 0.22 -0.5 
s 2.03 11.2 1.40 7.3 -0.14 -3.4 
T 4.30 26.2 0.52 2.1 1.22 5.1 
u 3.18 6.3 1.33 9.3 0.19 -LO 
v 0.61 0.3 1.04 1.1 0.58 6.3 
w 2.22 4.8 1.08 2.5 0.04 3.3 
Grade 1.70 7.7 0.94 5.4 - 0.02 0.2 
aA negative difference in mean rating denotes that the first grade in the compar-

ison had a lower {better) mean rating than the second grade. 

bA negative difference in shear indicates that the first grade In the comparison had 
the smaller shear. 
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TABLE 10--MEAN SHEAR VALUES OF CARCASSES BY GRADES 
Standard 

carcass Mean Sheara Deviation 
Commercial 24.1 5.93 
Good 20.8 4.91 
Choice0 16.4 2.98 
Choice1 18.6 2. 78 
Choice2 18.4 4.09 
Prime 15.4 3.03 
aMean shear values represent the average of 9 core readings; 3 dorsal, 3 medial 
and 3 ventral positions on each steak. 

esc mean shears were for Prime and the highest for the Standard. This may have 
been in pare due co actual variation in the catcle. The catde in the laboratory 
phase were obtained in the spring season while in chis phase they were obtained 
in the early fall season. 

Reference has been made co the relatively great heterogeneity of the Stand
ard and Good grades. Carcass racings from the Standard and Good grades were 
classified according co two groups of mean shear values-i.e., less chan 22.0 
pounds and 22.0 pounds and over. This division of shear values ac 22.0 pounds 
produced a disproportionate distribution of che 42 carcasses: 14 Good and 7 
Srandard carcasses had shears less chan 22 pounds, while 7 Good and 14 Stand
ard carcasses had shears 22 pounds or greater. 

An analysis of variance indicates chat both grade and shear varia cion were 
significanc ac che .05 level. Ic is apparent char borh shear and subjective grade 
criteria were independently related co carcass racing evaluations. This suggests 
char using both physical shear and subjective grade criteria in the leaner grade 
carcasses would significantly increase homogeneity of racings of the "grade". It 
is suspected char che problems of homogeneity of the leaner grades may have a 
number of additional dimensions chat need not be considered in connection with 
the fatter grades. 
Shear-Grade-Acceptability: While shear and grade were somewhat related on 
the average, rhere was sufficient independence chat use of the cwo factors to
gether increased abiliry co predict consumer racings. This was especially true for 
the leaner carcasses. Figure 6 shows the values of shears and mean ratings for 
all carcasses in the Standard-Choice0 and Good-Prime comparisons. The smaller 
mean racings represent superior evaluations of rating characteristics of carcasses 
and the smaller shear values represent a physical measure of carcasses having 
greater tenderness. On che diagram are lines showing the mean ratings and also 
the mean shear values of Standard and Prime carcasses. 

Two important generalizations may be drawn from Figure 6. First, the 
leaner grades are more heterogeneous as measured by both shear and ratings. 
Prime and Choice0 grade carcasses did not exceed 23 pounds shear or a 3.89 rat
ing. Second, an important segment of the carcasses in the leaner grades had low 
shears and superior acceptability ratings. For example, 14 of the 21 Good car
casses raced better than 3.89 which was the rating of the poorest Choice0 car--



fig. 6-Relotionship of Mean Ratings of Loins by Men to Shear and Grode. 
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cass. It might be added that 2 of the Choice2 carcasses rated poorer than 3.89 
(Table 4). Moreover, 5 of the 21 Standard carcass mean racings were better than 
3.89. It is possible that the boundary line for very acceptable carcasses in this 
study should be at 3.25 or some ocher number slightly smaller than 3.89. How· 
ever, it is obvious that almost all of the carcasses of the Choice a'nd Prime 
grades, a small portion of the Standard grade, and one-half ro rwo-rhirds of the 
Good grade were considered highly acceptable by most consumers. The large 
marker price differentials associated with the division of these highly acceptable car
casses into four different grades were not economically justified. This indicates 
the need for a method of separating the high! y acceptable lean carcasses from the 
less acceptable Jean carcasses. While virtually all the fatter carcasses were highly 
acceptable, this question should be raised: to what extent was the high acceptance 
caused by feeding and management and tO what extent was it caused by rhe 
generic make-up of the animals? 

Inference regarding the carcass population is severely limited by the small 
size of che sample. The meager evidence from the rwo shear rests indicates that 
there is probably considerable shear variation within the population which is 
independent of degree of finish or grade. 



Fig. 7-Relationship of Carcass (Loin) Ratings to Grade and Shear, St. Louis 
Panel. 
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There is an errors-in-data problem as well as the sampling problem. It has 
been shown that such errors not onl}' reduce rhe correlation between rwo or 
more variables but also may give a biased estimate of the regression relation
ship."" More precise measurements of acceptability and of objective tenderness 
are greatly needed. Interpretation of correlation data is also hampered by the 
small numbers in the samples and the non-normality of rhe population. 

Prediction of acceptabiliry of leaner loins would have been better through 
use of both shear and grade rather than either alone. As indicated in Figure 7, 
those Standard and Good loins with shear measurements of less chan 20 pounds 
were all nearly as acceptable as rhe Choice loins. The resulrs of chis rype of two
variable prediction are cenainly less than ideal bur they represent a real improve
ment. 
Recombi1z4tio11 of Grades: It was shown thar the Choice and Prime grades were 
more homogeneous than Standard or Good whether measured by shear or rac
ings of eacing characteristics. The possibility of combining Choice and Prime 
(the two fatter grades) was explored in a grade classification-that is, the racings 
of the 42 Choice0 and Prime carcasses were combined and considered as one 
"grade." In this analysis rhe carcass ratings of Prime-Choice combined, Good, 
and Standard provided for a three-"grade" classification. The analysis shows that 
variation within a grade by this classification was significantly less t han varia-
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TAB LE 11--SOURCE OF VARIATION IN RATINGS OF CARCASSES 
CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO VARIOUS METHODS 

25 

Source of 
Variation 

Classification 

Degrees 
of 

Fr eedom 
Mean 

Square 

Observed 
F 

Ratio a 
Three •Grades " Classification: 

Grade 
Replicate 
Interaction 
Within 

Four "Grades" Classification: 
Grade 
Replicate 
Interaction 
Within 

Three "Grades" Classification: 

2 
1 
2 

162 

3 
1 
3 

160 

43.25 
.09 

2.03 
.502 

29.15 
.09 

1. 727 
.498 

Shear 2 34.70 
Replicate 1 .10 
Interaction 2 .630 
Within 162 . 627 

83.01 .. 

55.95** 

55.34** 

• •significant at .oi level. 
· aError term = Interaction + Within Sum of Squares divided by combined Degrees 

of Freedom. 

cion among grades (Table 11 ). A similar analysis of ratings in relation co che 
four grades indicated that grade was a significant classification of the racing 
evaluations. 

Mean racings of che 126 carcasses in the scudy were classified according co 
three groups of shear values. The three shear groups were: less than 16.5 pounds, 
16.5 ro 20.7 pounds, and 20.8 pounds and over. Again che classification of ca.rcass 
.racings by shear values was significant. 

A significant observed F rest would suggest char che mean ratings came 
from different populations. In che analysis above several classifications of racings 
either by shear or by grade proved ro be significant; hence rhese classifications 
were useful in sorting the coral population into groups. Had group classifications 
nor been significant, sorcing into either chese grades or these shear groups would 
have been of liccle use in predicting racings of eating characteristics. 

Since che four-grade, rhree-"grade," and chree-shear groups all proved ro be 
significant at che 1 percent level, che question arises concerning which method 
is superior. A criterion of choice among several ways of classifying data has been 
suggested by Rosander."' He scares char a superior scaciscical criterion is char 
classification which maximizes rhe variation between classes and minimizes che 
variation within classes. The larger ratio of che between variation co within 
variation expresses che better classification. 

In the chree alcernacive methods che classification of che three "grades" -in 
which Prime and Choice grades were combined-was superior ro either the four
grade or three-shear classifications (Table 12). There was sufficient overlap in 
che racings of che Prime-Choice grades co render che additional grade classifica
tion from three to four less efficient overall in classification. Generally, ic would 
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TABLE 12--COMPARISON OF MEAN SQUARES OF THREE METHODS OF 
CLASSlFICA TJON OF CARCASS RATINGS 

Method of 
Classification 

Three 11Grades• 
Four "Grades• 
Three "Shears• 

Mean Square 
Between Within 
Classes Classes 

43.45 .502 
29.15 .498 
~.70 .~7 

Ratio 
B etween/Witbin 

Mean S%uare 
86. 
58.5 
55.3 

be expected char additional groupings, each being fairly homogeneous, would 
improve classification efficiency. However, panel members in rhe aggregate ap
parently found licde difference berween Choice and Prime. This raises a number 

of questions concerning che division of che farcer segment of beef inco rwo 
grades. Is marker ditrerenriarion in terms of rwo grades jusrified? Probably only 
a few connoisseurs would be able w derecr differences between chem. Is che 

function of rhe Prime grade primarily one of obtaining produce differentiation 
and premium pricing for part of the farrer end of beef? 

Subjective measures-i.e., grading of carcass-compared favorably wich ob-. 
jeccive measures in obtaining "grade" homogeneity of ratings. However, ir has 
been shown char eicher mechod departs considerably from the ideal in assuring 

homogeneity of caring characteristics. Ic is believed char improvement in grade 
homogeneit)' will resulc from further development of techniques of objective 

measurement of tenderness and ocher sensory factors associated wich caring saris
faction. Ic is doubcful chat subjective measures can be refined co obtain the neces· 
sary degree of precision co assure homogeneity. 

Other Predictors of Consumer Acceptance. 

Socio-Economic Characteristics of Panel Members: The possibility was an· 
cicipaced char age, education, and income levels of panel members might influ
ence both che level of over-~11 racings and differences among grades. Informa· 
cion on age of che housewife was obtained and related £O racings of steaks by 
grades in che rwo non-adjoining grade comparisons. Younger housewives-chose 

under 25 years of age-tended co give poorer general over-all ratings while older 
women in general raced steaks bercer. This difference reflecrs either a more favor· 
able arrirude coward sceaks by older women or a difference in their inrerprecacion 

of che racing scale as compared wich char of younger women. The nature of che 
interaction of age and grade racings is indicated in Figure 8. 

Housewives wich fewer years of forma.l education tended to rate all grades 
and particularly che lower grades of steaks a little betcer chan did chose wirh 
more formal education (Figure 9). 

There appeared to be an inverse relationship of over-all mean racings co in
come levels of rhe household-chat is, rhe ratings of all grades combined were 
substantially better for che lower-income groups while che higher-income groups 
(over $4,000) tended co race ali beef grades at a lower hedonic-sca.le caring. The 
racings of che Standard grade among che chree income groups was substantially 



Fig. 8 - Mean Ratings (Second Replicate) of Grades of Steaks by Age of 
Housewife. 
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Fig. tO- Men's Mean Ratings of Grades of Steak by Household Income. 
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TABLE 13--MEAN RATINGS OF GRADES OF STEAKS ACCORDING 
TO INCOME OF TilE HOUSEHOW 

Grade 
Men: 

Standard 
Choiceo 
Good 
Prime 

Average mean ratingc 
Women: 

Standard 
Choiceo 
Good 
Prime 

Average mean ratingc 
asecond replicate ratings. 

$2,500 
3 999 

4.31 
2.79 
2.73 
2.44 
3.00 

4. 13 
2.63 
2.85 
3.13 
3.01 

Annual Income 
$4,000 

5,999 

4.21 
3.06 
3.64 
2.78 
3.42 

4.36 
3.04 
3.60 
2.70 
3.42 

Over 
$6,000 

4.45 
3.42 
3.58 
2.85 
3.57 

4.51 
3.34 
3.34 
2.65 
3.44 

bAnnual income or household after taxes. 
were excluded from the panel. 

Households with incomes below $2500 

CWeighted average. 

the same for men while women in the lowest income group tended to give high· 
er ratings tO that grade than did the higher-income g roups (Table 13 and Figure 
10). 

Numerous studies have shown that income and educational levels are posi· 
tively associated. This relationship is apparent in the similarity of the ratings of 
the higher income and higher educated. Conversely those with lower incomes 
and fewer years of formal education were similar in absolute over-all ratings. 
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An analysis in which income was included as a possible source of variation 
among individual rating scores showed that income was a very signi ficant in
fluence. The higher rhe income of male respondents, rhe poorer rhe raring given 
all grades. However, the small size of the income-grade interaction indicates that 
grade acceprabiliry was nor related to income. Neither sex of respondents nor re
plication contributed significantly to the variation in rhe individual raring scores 
of steaks. Grade-replication was rhe only significant interaction. 

The reader should be cautioned rhar these income results are biased by prod
uce variation un less such variation was equally distributed across income _groups. 
While the random design should have given a nearly equal distribution of heter
ogeneity, there is no way of knowing its degree of success. The absence of prod
uct homogeneity within grades rremendousl y complicates the analysis. :tvlore
over, the di fference between the mean acceptance racings of men and women 
might have been larger or smaller if they had made their ratings completely in
dependent of each ocher. 
Cooking Methods and Degree of Doneness: It is recognized rhat cooking 
methods can materially affect the flavor, tenderness, juiciness, and general accept
ability of steaks. The panel members were insrrucred co cook the steaks by their 
customary merhod and length of time. No recommendations were made ro rhem 
concerning the methods of cooking in relation co degree of fin ish. It would have 
been impractical co indicate differential cooking methods to panel members and 
it would have been difficult to determine if such insrrucrions had been carried 
out. Furthermore, such instrucrions would have involved identifying the higher 
degree of finish and, consequendy. would have meanr a large modification of the 
design and approach of rhe study. Broiling and pan-fry methods of cooking rhe 
sreaks were by far che mosc popular and represented about 93 percent of rhe coral 
cooking methods used. Braising was used by 5 percent of the households. The 
merhod of cooking did nor change appreciably during the rest-that is, the pro
porcion of households broiling, frying, or braising the steaks did not change ma
terially from replicate co replicate or among rhe three comparisons (Table 14). 

TABLE 14--PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS REPORTING METHOD USED IN 
COOKING BEEF STEAKS 

Method 
Broil 
Pan-Fry 
Braise 
Other 

Standard
Choice 

(Percent) 
48 
46 

5 
1 

Good
Prime 

(Percent) 
45 
47 
6 
2 

Cholcel
Choice2 

(Percent) 
46 
47 

4 
3 

Mean
(Percent) 

46 
47 

5 
2 

Nearly three-fourths of rhe panel households cooked the sreaks well done. 
This agrees wirh the 75 percent of the Sr. Louis sample in 1954 who rcporred a 
preference for the well or medium-well degrees of doneness•-• It should be recog
nized that rhese are subjective evaluations on the parr of rhe respondents. For 
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example, what would be rare to a particular family might be considered well

done by another family. The schedule defined well-done as che absence of any 
internal pink There were differences with respect co doneness according to certain 

socio-economic characreristics. The degree of doneness was related to income. 

Rareness was more popular among the higher income groups and among those 

with higher education. Degree of doneness was nor associated with age of house

wife. 
A larger proportion of chose braising steaks chan chose using ocher methods 

cooked the steaks co well-done. Those rhac preferred rare beef appeared co use che 

broiling method most frequently (Table 15). Broiling was much more popular 

among the younger housewives while rhe frying method was more frequently 

used among che older housewives. A larger proportion of rhe higher income 

families and chose housewives wich more years of formal education broiled the 

sreaks, while rhe frying methods were more popular with chose with lower in

comes and less education. No relationship of cooking methods co whether or nor 

the housewife was employed was found. 

TABLE 15--PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS REPORTING DEGREE OF 
DONENESS ACCORDING TO METHOD OF COOKING 

e od 
of Degree of Doneness 

Cook!!!& we II i!G:re 
Broil 68 28 
Pan-Fry 77 21 
Braise 83 15 
Other 
Mean 72 " 24 

Botli 
4 
2 
2 

4 

The ~ -inch sceaks were possibly considered roo chin for broiling rare by 

some people who prefer rhac method and degree of doneness. Thus, providing 

a standard sreak thickness may have confounded slightly rhe degree of doneness, 

method of cooking, and degree of accepcabiliry. 
Analysis of the source of variation, using individual racing scores of the 

panel members rather chan mean racings, revealed char differences in the rating 

scores of persons who broiled and chose who did noc were significant at che 5 

percent level. (Table 16) Those who broiled gave slighdy less favorable racings 

on the average co all steaks chan did those who cooked by orher methods. Since 

a larger proportion of people with higher incomes cook steaks by broiling, the 

less favorable ratings of those who broil and chose with higher incomes probably 

reflect a single faccor in accirudes of the same general group. The interaction of 

rhe acceprabilicy of grades and method-of-cooking was small and insignificant. 

Differences in racing scores by sex of panel member and by replicates were nor 

significant. As expected, racing scores by grade were an important source of varia

tion. The grade-replication imeraccion was large and significant; ic reflected a 

significant shift in individual score racings from the fuse co the second replicate, 

particularly in the Standard-Choice0 comparison. 
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TABLE 16--SOURCE OF VARIATION OF INDIVIDUAL RATINGS IN THE 
STANDARD-CH01CE0 AND GOOD-PRIME COMPARISONS 

Source of 
Variation 

MethOd of Cooking 
Sex 
Replication 
Grade 
Interaction 

(Grade-Replication) 
{Other Interaction ) 

Within 
• slgnllicant at .05 level. 

• •Significant at .01 level. 

Degrees 
of 

Freedom 
1 
1 
1 
3 

( 3) 
(22) 
640 

Mean 
Square 

4.63 
1.20 

.46 
129.?2 

(9.14) 
( .19) 

.829 

Observed 
F 

5.58• 
1.45 
.55 

156.48• • 

(11.03)•• 
( .23) 

Laboratory Discrimination Tests: Can laboratory evidence of differences in 

produces be used to predict differences in consumer acceptability of those prod· 

uets? 
The general design provided for laboratory rasre rests of each of 14 pairs of 

loins used in the larger consumer panel. Six steaks from each pair of loins (A 

through N) were reserved and stored for the laboratory panel. These steaks were 
placed in bags, coded for identification, and stored at 0° F unril they were with· 

drawn for panel resting. 
The laboratory panel was organized in January and tasting of samples was 

continued through February, 1956. The panel was composed of eight student 
members who were employed as rasters. The panel was divided into rwo sections, 

four tasting in the morning and four in the afternoon with each section com
posed of rwo male and rwo female rasters. Panel procedure was quire similar to 

char of previous panels."0 General procedure and some methodological commentS 

are in rhe Appendix. 
The trio comparison merhod was used in these discrimination rests. The 

comparisons were identical with those in the consumer panel in St. Louis-that 

is, Choice0 -Srandard, Prime-Good, Choice,-Choice 2 , and marched samples of 
steaks from the same loins compared in the Sr. Louis panel. 

The six steaks from each pair of loins of each grade of the comparisons pro

~b~~~csoo~~cl~.&~~~4~cll~ns,56 
trio resrs were planned for each grade comparison, such as the Choice0-Standard. 
The number of trio rests in the three grade comparisons totalled 168. Each trio 

rest involved four individual taste comparisons by individual panel members and 
hence there was the possibility for a total of 672 individual caste comparisons. 

The actual coral number of individual taste comparisons was 635. The difference 

is accounted for, in parr, by absences of panel members and also by the unsuit
ability of steak samples from one pair of loins for tasting. 

A roral of 387 discriminations our of the 635 individual taste comparisons 
were successful. The over-all average percentage of correct discriminations was 

60.94. Of all discriminations, an estimated 41.4 percent could not be explained 
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by chance. The proporcion of successful discriminations was highest for the 
Choice,,-Scandard and lowest for che Choice,-Choice, comparisons. The ner per
cent3gc of successes (percenragc exceeding rhac explained by chance) was greatest 
for rhe Choice0 -Standard comparison and was significantly greater chan che per
centage of successful discriminations in rhe Prime-Good and Choice,-Choice~ 
comparisons. (Table 17) The panel was able to discriminate berween che steaks 
of rwo non-adjacent grades in the Choice0-Scandard comparison in about one-half 
of the cases. In che identical grade comparison (Choice,-Choice2 ) the panel found 
differences in about 37 percenr of che rasce crios. 

TABLE 17--PERCENTAGE OF SUCCESSFUL DISCRIMINATION 
ACCORDING TO GRADE COMPARISONS 

Comparison 
Cho!ceo - Standard 
Prime- Good 
Cholce1 - Choice2 

Total Actual 
Numbe r Percentage 

of Trials Success 
218 65.6 
202 59.4 
215 57.7 

Net 
l'ercen~e 
Success 

48.9 
39.6 
36.1 

aThe percentage of successful discrimination which Is not explained by chance. 
Using Formula C = 3/2 (0-E), where C = percent correct above chance, 0 • ob
served percent correct, and E a expected percent correct by chance.28 

The level of discrimination varied among loin pairs. This variation was due 
co che excenr of differences in sensory characcerisrics among the samples chat 
made it either possible or impossible for panel members co find differences. Ap
parently. loins paired in rhe comparison were, in some instances, quire similar 
in sensory characteristics, even though rhe samples of che loins were from non
adjacent grades. The number of significant discriminations in the Choice0-Scand
ard comparisons was nine our of a possible 14 (Table 18). Ideally, in an effective 
grading system, discrimination between all the 14 pairs of loins would have been 
expected. Similarly, all instead of six significant discriminations in the Prime
Good comparison would have been made. In the idenrical or within-grade com
parison (Choice,-Choice2 ) no discriminations would be expected if the grading 
syscem was ideal. Bur panel members discriminated between six of the 14 pairs 
of loins. In both the non-adjacent grade and identical grade comparisons the 
number of successful discriminations by chis particular panel departed considera
bly from che chance level of successful discriminacions. 

There does appear to be a relationship between degree of laboratory dis
crimination and differences in consumer acceptability racings. The following 
points stand our in Table 21: 

(1) 21 pairs of carcasses had mean acceprabilicy differences of less than 1.0. 
Only eight of these were discriminated berween significantly in the lab
oratory; 

(2) 14 pairs had acceptability differences of 1.0 co 2.0, inclusive. Eight of 
these were discriminated between significantly; 

(3) 5 pairs had acceptability differences exceeding 2.0 and all 5 were dis· 



TABLE 18--SUCCESSES BY LOINS ACCORDING TO GRADE COMPARlSONS 
Differ - outer- Differ -

Choiceo- Standard ence Prime-Good ence Cholce1-Choice2 ence 
Loin No. of No. or in No. or No. of In No. or No. of in 

Pair Attempts Successes Ratiog!tl Attempts Successes Ratlngsa Attempts Successes Ratlog!fl 

A [6 nn .4 16 9 1.5•• IS 13••• .1 
B 16 7 -1.0* 16 13 ... .7• 16 7 .9 :::<' 
c 16 12 ... 1.6* 16 8 - .3 15 9• .1 Cl 
D 16 15• • • 3.2•• 16 5 .a• 16 to• 1.4*• "' > 
E 16 7 1.4** 16 9 1.8•• 16 u•• .5 "' F 16 6 - .4 16 u•• .5 16 6 .0 

(\ 
:X: 

G 16 15••• 2.6•• 16 7 .4 15 8 .7 t;l:) 

H 15 7 1.4* 15 12 ... t.o• 15 6 .0 c 
I 15 11•• 1.1• 15 7 .8• 16 9 .2 != 
J 15 6 1.5• ¥s 15 7 .6 "' ::! 
K 16 13••• 2.8** 11** 1.5• 15 12••• .8 z 
L 15 13 ... 2.6•• 15 4 .6• 15 8 1.9* 0\ 

M 15 to•• 2.2•• 15 to•• 1.6 .. 15 l OH .8• vo -N 15 10** 1.9** 15 14*** 1.4 .. 15 8 .5 
Totals 218 143 202 120 215 124 
- <{ 

A minus sign Indicates that the rating of the leaner grade was better than lhe rating of the fatter grade. 

bsample unsuited for lasting. 
• .05 Significance level. 

••.01 Significance level. 
·***.001 Significance level. 

~ 



Fig. 11-Relationship of Acceptability Differences to Laboratory Discrimina

tion of 27 Loin Pairs. 
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criminated berween significandy. 
What kind of a prediction m2y be made about differences in consumer ac· 

ceprance from labor2tory discrimination results? These experiments suggest char 

only very cautious inferences can be made (Figure 11). Ten pairs in chis labora· 

cory experiment were discriminated between ac che .001 level, 11 ac che .01 or 

.0~ level, and 20 were nor significant. The following relationships were found: 

(1) .001 significance of trio discrimination; acceptability differences: range 

of 0.1 co 3.2, median 1.5, mean 1.68. 
(2) .01 or .05 significance of trio discrimination; acceptabili ty differences: 

range of 0.1 ro 2.2, median 1.1; mean 1.09. 

(3) Non-significanc trio discrimination; acceptability differences: r2nge of 0.0 

co 1.9, median .75, mean .84. 
Ic is possible char some of the small acceptability differences associated with 

significant laboratory discrimination occurred because of conflicting preferences of 

consumers. The acceptability means would rhus be close together because of dif· 

feeing likes and not because of consumer inability co dececc a difference. H ow· 

ever, there is evidence that chis conflict in preferences rarely occurred. There was 

some consiscenr disagreement in preference for pair A of the Choice0-Standard 

comparison and pair A of the Choice,-Choice2 comparison. Boch pairs were dis
criminarJd berween significantly bur had very small mean differences in accepta· 
biliry (Table 19). 



TABLE 19--NUMBER OF MEN PREFERRING, NOT PREFERRING AND INCONSISTENT COMPARED TO AN 
ARRAY OF CARCASS MEAN RATINGS OF A GRADE IN THE COMPARISON 

DlHer- Differ- oUter-
ence Number ence Number ence 

Standard Not In- ln Good Not In- in Choice I Nol In- In 
Palr Con- Pair Mean Pre- Pre- Con- Pair 

Car- Car- sis- Mean Car- Rat- fer- fer- sis- Mean 
cass cass tent Ratio In ring rl ng tent Ratings 

B T ? .5 . ? 
F 3.08 4 1 6 - .4 c 2.64 2 0 6 - .3 2.52 4 0 0 .6 
v 3.11 0 5 9 .6 R 3.04 3 4 5 .1 2.57 6• 0 6 .8 ::<I 
R 3.48 3 2 7 - .4 G 3.17 1 4 7 .4 2.75 3 0 7 .1 tn 

"' A 3.71 2 4 6 .4 p 3.33 1 5• 6 .3 2.81 1 4 7 .2 111 

c 4.00 0 7 .. 3 1.6 H 3.35 0 6• 5 1.0 2.86 3 2 7 .7 > ,. 
I 4.12 0 5• 6 1.1 B 3.38 1 5* 6 .7 2.88 3 3 6 .I 0 

H 4.14 1 6• 3 1.4 L 3.38 1 4 5 .6 2.91 2 2 7 .0 
X 
b) 

J 4.39 1 5• 4 1.5 F 3.54 0 4 7 .5 2.92 3 0 8 .0 c: 
p 4.64 0 8 .. 5 1.7 A 3.58 0 7** 4 1.5 3.00 4 2 5 .5 ... ... 
E 4.65 1 7• 4 1.4 v 3.60 0 7* 6 1.0 3.11 2 4 6 .0 "' ., 
M 4.65 0 7•• 3 2.2 N 3.61 1 6* 5 1.4 3.14 2 I 6 .1 ~ 

s 4.89 0 11•• 3 2.0 I 3.63 1 7• 4 .8 3.17 6* 0 5 1.4 
z 
o-. w 4.96 0 a•• 4 2.2 D 3.67 0 5 7 .8 3.17 4 I 5 .5 V> -N 4.96 0 6• 6 1.9 w 3.93 1 a•• 5 1.1 3.35 I 5 7 .6 

G 5.04 0 10 .. 1 2.6 J 3.96 1 4 6 .8 3.38 1 5* 5 .8 
u 5.33 0 10 .. 2 3.2 K 4.04 1 6* 5 1.5 3.39 2 5 6 .8 
K 5.52 1 8"* 3 2.8 s 4.08 0 7•• 5 1.4 3.50 0 3 7 .2 
L 5.61 0 7•• 1 2.6 u 4.22 0 8 .. 4 1.3 3.54 2 1 10 .2 
D 5.79 0 9•• 2 3.2 E 4.77 0 a•• 2 1.8 3.71 1 3 7 .9 
T 6.74 0 12•• 1 4.3 M 4.79 0 6• 6 1.6 3.74 0 10 .. 4 1.2 
• eve. 

••.01 level. 
***Minus sign Indicates the rating of the leaner loin was superior. 

U> 
V> 



Fig. 12-Mean Acceptability Ratings of Grades According to Nature of Pref
erences of Male Respondents. 
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Ic had been hoped char discrimination tests could be used ro screen out 
produces for consumer resting which would have distinguishable differences.29 

While of some aid in predicting accepcabilicy differences. chey were nor as accur
ate as desired. 
Pre[ere11ces: Afrer racing each pair of steaks, consumers gave a preference for one 
over che ocher. The complete analysis of these preferences and their relation co 
discrimination resulcs are presented in a forthcoming bulletin. Of interest here 
is che relationship berween preferences and acceptability ratings. Some relation
ship is virtually necessary because of che logical relation of acceptability and pref
erences- chat is, when a preference is expressed for A over B, then the racing of 
A muse be as good or better chan B, or else chere is a contradiction in meaning. 
This contradiction did occur on about 1 percent of che schedules, causing their 
omission from che analysis. 

The size of che difference in mean accepcabiliry scores given by chose prefer
ring a produce and by chose nor preferring char produce is of considerable inter· 



Fig. 13-Relationship of the Acceptability Rating of a Loin to Its Ne t Con
sistent Preferences. 
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esc. The column of " chose preferring" contains che mean racings of chose· people 
who preferred char grade both rimes. As indicated in Figure 12, chis mean differ

ence varied from 1.2 for Prime to 2.8 for Standard. Preferences were expressed ar rwo 
different times for each comparison. Many consumers who said chey preferred, say, 
Choice0 rhe first time they raced ic, switched their preference co Standard che sec

ond time. The mean ratings of chose who switched preferences are in the column 
labeled "those inconsistent." There was a positive relationship between nee con

sistent preferences and mean racings (Figure 13). 

Further Acceptability Resulcs. 

Shifts in Acceptability Ratings Between Replicates: Ic appears quire probable 
char consumer acceptability racings will vary on the same product from one resr 
co the next. 30 This variation may be caused by changes in consumer attitudes

perhaps as a resulc of eating eKperiences-or by changes in consumer interpreta
tion of the racing scale, or by changes in the environment of consumption, or by 
random factors. Generally, the greater the reproducibility of racings over rime, 

the greater the confidence of researchers in rhe technique. However, if it is as-



Fig. 14-Mean Acceptability Ratings of Grades by Replicate, Men and Wom
en Combined. 
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sumed char consumer attitudes may change with consumpcion,experience, chen 
a lack of reproducibili ty does nor necessarily raise questions concerning the ac
curacy of the measuring technique. 

This assumption char consumer arcicudes can change with experience raises 
some difficult questions in methodology concerning the meaning of preference 
and acceptance data. Resources permitted the use of only cwo replicates in chis 
experiment, so only ·meager evidence is available concerning these questions. Fur
ther work on rhe problem is underway at chis Station. 

Mean acceptability differences narrowed considerably from the first to rhe 
second replicate for borh the Standard-Choice and rhe Prime-Good comparisons 
(Table 20 and Figure 14). This diminution of differences was associated with 
better ratings for che leaner grades and poorer racings for rhe timer grades on che 
second replicate. 

In che instance of the identical grade comparison, Choice,-Choice2 , rhe mean 
ratings adjusted co a slighcly higher level for both grades from the first to rhe 
second replicate. Thus the convergence phenomenon between the ratings of che 
cwo grades did nor appear here and the differences in mean ratings becween the 
cwo identical grades were nor significantly different. This striking similarity in 
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TABLE 20--MEAN RAnNGS OF BEEF STEAKS BY REPLICATES 
ACCORDING TO GRADE COMPARISONS 

Men 
Mean Ratings 

Women Combined 
Repli- Repli- Repli- Repli- Repli- Repli-
cate cate Differ- cate cate Differ- cate cate Differ-

Comparisons 
Standard-Choice 

1 2 ence 1 2 ence 1 2 ence 

Standard 4.74 4.30 -.34 4.83 4.33 -.50 4.78 4.31 - .47 
Clloiceo 2.54 3.15 +.61 2.44 3.08 +.64 2.49 3.11 +.62 

Difference 2.20 1.15 2.39 1.25 2.29 1.20 
Good-Prime 

Good 3.72 3.54 -.18 3.61 3.40 -.21 3.66 3.47 - .19 
Prime 2.63 2.76 +.13 2.49 2.66 +.17 2.56 2.71 +.15 

Difference 1.09 .78 1.12 .74 1.10 .76 
Choice-Choice 

Choice1 3.24 2.94 -.30 3.06 3.04 -.02 3.15 2.99 -.16 
Choice2 3.19 3.05 -.14 3.12 3.04 -.08 3.15 3.04 - .11 

Difference .05 .11 .06 .00 .00 .05 

the ratings would be expected since it is presumed chat the cwo groups of ran-
domly sorted Choice steaks in this comparison were generally similar in eating 
characteristics. 

The shifts in mean ratings varied considerably in direction and in degree. 
Table 21 shows che shift in the mean racings by men of che 21 sees of loins for 

TABLE 21--DIFFERENCES OF THE MEAN RATINGS BY MEN OF LOINS 
BY GRADES FROM REPLICATE 1 TO REPLICATE 2 

Loin Grade Total 
Pair Standard Choiceo Good Prime Choice1 Choice2 Difference 
A - .75 + .83 .17 0 - .09 - .16 - .34 
B + .38 -1.21 - .09 + .50 - .58 - .17 -1.17 
c 0 + .37 - .62 + .27 - .27 +1.34 +1.09 
D -1.75 + .91 - .50 + .50 -1.50 - .25 -2.59 
E +1.19 +1.85 - .09 - .45 + .33 - .08 +2.75 
F 0 - .09 + .75 0 -1.00 -1.00 -1.34 
G + .25 + .42 +1.17 +1.08 +1.18 + .36 +4.46 
H - .68 + .69 - .49 - .15 - .38 + .35 - .66 
I - .25 + .84 - .09 - .25 - .16 - .08 + .01 
J - .92 - .88 + .78 - .60 + .22 - .25 -1.65 
K -1.00 + .33 + .25 - .34 - .25 + .42 - .59 
L - .64 + .52 + .25 + .42 0 + .54 +1.09 
M .55 + .91 - .25 + .67 - .56 - .40 - .18 
N .08 +1.17 - .47 - .16 - .26 - .22 - _02 
p .86 + .93 + .20 - .44 + .07 - .29 - _39 
R .48 + .66 - .56 + .65 + .66 - .10 ·+ _83 
s .36 +1.00 0 + .29 + .64 - .64 + .93 
T .21 +1.30 - .99 - .44 -1.28 - .71 -2.33 
u .20 + .46 - .90 - .51 -1.84 - .23 -3.22 
v .64 + .14 - .52 + .69 -1.06 - .89 - 2.28 
w .22 + .98 - .45 + .73 + .07 - .57 + .54 

Mean Algebraic 
Difference .37 + .58 - .13 + .12 - .29 - .14 

Mean Absolute 
Difference . 54 .78 .46 .44 .59 .43 

*Negative difference - higher (better) hedonic rating; a positive difference - lower 
(poorer) hedonic rating. 
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all grades from the first ro the second replicate. Despite the preponderant appear· 

ance of a negative shift-i.e., co higher racings for rhe second replicate-the av

erage shift per loin pair for the 126 loins amounts to 0.04. This amount was 
nor significant. However, there was a preponderant negative shift in the case of 

Standard and a positive one for Choice0 • In general, there were both negative 

and positive shifts within any group of households ,and set of loins (designated 
by a letter). However, rhe shifts for all grades in the G set were to lower mean 

ratings. 
The shift coward the lower mean ratings of Choice0 in Table 22 was large 

enough to indicate a significant difference in the mean ratings of Choice0 be· 
tween replicates. The shift in the mean ratings of the other grades between repli
cates was nor grear enough to be significant. The Joins in rhe second replicate were 

the paired right loins. The shifr in ratings of Choice0 should nor be construed as a 
difference in eating characteristics between th.e right and left loins of the same 

carcass. Rather, it indicates a shift in racings of Choice0• 

TABLE 22--SOURCE OF VARIATION IN MEAN RATINGS BY MEN OF 
REPLICATES OF LOINS BY GRADES 

Degrees Observed F Ratio 
of rade 

Source of Variation Freedom Standard Cholceo Good Prime Cholce1 Cholce2 

Replicates of Loins: 
Between Replicates 1 1.31 10.94•• .44 .82 3.0 .63 
WIt hln Replicate 

Loin Means 40 
n slgnlflcant at the .01 level. 

The first comparison made by the household panel was rhe first replicate of 
the Standard-Choice0 comparison. The second replicate of chis comparison was 

casted in the second week of the scudy. Ic m:~y be chat che large differences in 
the mean racing in the first replicate resulted from inexperience with handling 

che racing technique and represents, in pare, an adjuscmenr in the handl ing of 
chis technique on the part of the panel members. 

Ir should be recognized that there are physical differences in the meat with
in rhe same grade. Bur ic is not likely rhac che physical differences between left 

and righr loins of the same carcass for the 21 pairs used in the rest would pro· 
ducc che significant difference in the means. 

In general, it appears rhac consumers did re-evaluate the leaner grades in 
more favorable cerms on the second replicate. Whether or noc chis difference 

would ha\'e narrowed still further wirh additional replications is an important 
but. unfortunately, unanswered question. 

Choice,-Cboice, ratings in Table 21 also indicate char mean ratings by as 

small a group as 12 consumers are somewhat unstable. The median absolute 
change in the ratings of Choice, and Choice, loins between replicates was 0.35. 

As indicated in Table 20 these shifts in Choice, and Choice2 ratings averaged 
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out in the whole sample so that replicate means differed by only 0.16 and 0.11, 
respectively. 

Variations hz Acceptability Ratings Among Households: Steaks from paired 
sets of loins in each comparison were tasted by a particular group of households. 
For example, the steaks from the loin pairs lettered A of all three comparisons 
were tasted by households A, through A12. These 12 households, however, were 
located in 12 different sampling clusters. Similarly, the paired loins B through 
N were each tasted by 12 households, each located in 12 different sampling 
clusters. Steaks from paired loins P through W were casted by 14 households 
located in 14 different sampling clusters. (See Table 1) Differences in mean rat· 
ings of steaks of particular loins could arise from variations in household char
acteristics or situations. Inasmuch as steaks from the same lettered pairs of loins 
were distributed co the same households throughout the rest, differences of mean 
ratings of particular loins could possibly arise either from variations among these 
household groups or from variations in loins. To isolate the possible influence 
of panel group variation, an analysis of variance was made of the combined 
me-an group racings for all comparisons. 

It was reasoned that if any "group" of 12 or 14 households happened to 
register acceptability ratings different from ocher g roups. this group would have 
a mean raring of aiL grades different from other groups. There was some varia· 
rion in these group means with a range of 2.98 to 3.77 (Table 4), but it was nor 
starisrically significant. However, there is no wa)' of proving that the 12 meat 
samples of each group were of exactly the same at:erage acceptability. There was 
much variation in the ranks of a particular group's mean ratings of rhe various 
grades, which is further evidence that most of the variation in carcass ratings 
should be amibured ro rhe produces and nor ro the people doing the raring 
(Table 4). 

Table 23 and Figure 15 indicate rhe variances of carcass racings by men. 
While there were large intra-grade variations in variances, there was clearly more 
heterogeneity in the Standard grade than in the fatter grades. The simple coef
ficients of correlation between loin variances and loin means for rhe first repli· 
care for all grades was 0.648. This relationship indicates that the poorer the aver
age acceptability of a carcass, the more the dispersion of ratings. This may in· 
dicate that consumers really agree less abour the poorer carcasses than the bet
ter ones. It may be that much of the dispersion of racings of carcasses is caused 
by different interpretations of rhe raring scale and particularly of rhe "dislike" 
end. Consumers are probably more accustomed to chinking in terms of degrees of 
liking than degrees of disliking. However, the variances of mediocre carcasses 
may be expected co be larger than either extremely acceptable or unacceptable 
carcasses because there is more "space" for variation in the middle of the scale. 
Variations in Ratings Among Steaks Positions: Steaks cur from a scrip-loin 
have a slightly different appearance and shape proceeding from the anterior to 
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Fig. 1 5-Dislribution of Me n's Rating Variances on Single Loins by Grades. 
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TABLE 23--VARIANCES OF CARCASS RATINGS BY MEN 
ra e 

Carcass Standard Cholee0 Good Prime Choiee1 Chotee2 
A 2.54 1.72 1.91 .66 1.40 1.10 
B 2.84 3.79 1.57 2.06 2.79 3.22 
c 2.18 1.61 1.87 .77 1.46 2.86 
D 5.75 2.07 1.56 1.56 2.39 4.00 
E 3.18 3.91 3.18 1.41 1.81 2.63 
F 1.58 2.11 3.25 2.33 2.24 2.24 
G 4.37 1.58 2.67 2.50 2.77 3.98 
H 5.46 1.42 3.10 1.10 2.63 2.63 
I 3.03 1.75 1.74 2.00 3. 58 2.29 
J 4.50 3.04 3.00 2.55 1.38 2.03 
K 7.39 3.84 5.04 2.33 3.32 2.42 
L 6.41 2.52 2.48 1.50 .47 4.33 
M 4.83 1.03 3.33 .97 1.20 2.15 
N 5.21 2.49 3.11 1.19 1.35 2.34 
p 3.87 3.32 2.30 1.33 2.38 1.73 
R 1.95 3.28 1.48 1.59 3.14 1.06 
s 3.67 2.69 2.71 1.18 1. 76 3.10 
T 2.78 2.69 2.24 .81 2.86 2.03 
u 4.81 1.16 3.65 4.02 4.17 3.30 v 1. 73 1.82 1.20 1.45 3.53 2.10 
w 3.29 1.82 2.14 1.46 1.45 1.57 

Unwelghted Mean 
of Variances 3.87 2.36 2.55 1.66 2.29 2.53 
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che posterior parr of che loin. To avoid the possibility of posicion affecting che 
eating characteristics or of appearance influencing che racing of che eating char· 
acceristics, steaks of each comparison were from che same posicion or locarion on 
che loin. For example, sceak number 1, in terms of posicion, was always com· 
pared with che number 1 sceak in che ocher loin of che comparison. Steaks were 
numbered from 1 ro 14 from the anterior end of the loin. Analysis of the mean 
racings of sceaks by posicion on the loin showed no significant difference in the 
mean racings. 

Evaluation of St. Louis Consumer Panel 

The Paired Steaks Technique: The cechique of obtaining preferences and ac· 
ceptability ratings by delivering pairs of steaks co households does work. Dur· 
ing the enlis tment of the panel, the refusal rare was rather high in the poorer 
income areas. Once enlisted, however, only 13 households dropped out before or 
immediately after the first delivery. These were immediately replaced and there 
were only 2 more drop-ours, which were caused by illness. A Iacer experiment 
has indicated char drop-ours can be held co 2 or 3 percent for a delivery period 
of as long as 10 weeks. Ic is difficulc to obtain cooperation and make deliveries co 
families in which all adults work during che day. More needs co be known about 
the ex cent of any bias which results from undersampling such families. 

Delivery of only a pair of steaks ac a rime and quick pickup of the complet· 
ed schedules did maintain considerable control over che panel. In general, che 
results indicated honest and careful cooperation by mosc families, although a 
few instances of careless schedule completion were noted. 

The paired sceak technique was obviously a cesc situation. Two marked 
sceaks were consumed by the rwo adulrs- ofcen with the children looking on a 
bit enviously. Moreover, a direct comparison was forced berween che cwo steaks. 
While such a comparison was necessary co obtain preferences, ic was not neces· 
sary, and was perhaps decrimencal, in obtaining unbiased acceptability ratings. 
Bayton has argued that single stimulus resting in a situation as casual and un
obtrusive as possible is a better cype of cesring.3 ' 

The mean racings of the Choice loins which were compared cogecher were 
beccer than the mean ratings of che Choice0 loins which were compared wirh 
Standard Joins. This difference indicates that the ratings of Choice0 may have 
been sl ightly biased downwards. There is no proof of this, however, since there 
were no independent ratings of these Choice Joins for comparison. Some re· 
searchers have found evidence chat ratings of products are affected by the pro
duces with which rhey are compared.32

•
33 

Another difficulty of rhe paired comparison technique is identification of 
the produces. A comparison of the mean racings of samples by men and women 
according tO their identification by ring and no-ring indicates a significant bias tO· 
ward higher mean racings for che ring samples. The design, however, was such 
char the steaks of each of the various grades were identified by ring and no-
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ring throughout rhe study an equal number of times. In the first replication of 
the Standard-Choice0 comparison, rhe Standard sreak samples were not identified 
with a ring while the Choice .. steak samples carried the ring. In the second repli
care of chis comparison the Standard sreaks were identified wirh a ring while 
the Choice0 were nor. A similar procedure was followed in rhe Good-Prime and 
Choice,-Choice" comparisons. The apparent bias was largely associated with a 
shift in the mean racings from the first to rhe second replicate in rhc cases of 
chose comparisons involving the rwo non-adjoining grades (Standard-Choice .. 
and Good-Prime). In the identical grade comparison. Choice,-Choice". the higher 
mean r:1rings by women were for the ring sample in borh replicates. and for the 
no-ring sample b)' men in both replicates. However, when ehe mean rarings of 
the ring samples and no-ring samples were combined for both replicates of the 
Choice,-Choice, comparisons. the mean racings were almost identical and nor 
significantly different. 
Positio11 Bias: A difficulty which faces any consumer acccpeabiliry scudy is ehe 
confounding effect of thickness and size of cur. Use of a median size and thick
ness will satisfy many people. However, the median cue will be ehe wrong size 
for some people. This source of dissatisfaction will probably affect cooking 
methods and degree of doneness and will almost certainly affect general level of 
satisfaction. 
Tbe Sampling of Carcasses: Some problems of sampling inherent in the make
up of carcasses need co be recognized. One problem concerns rhe selection of 
the wholesale cue of the carcass from which rhe samples are raken. There are 
differences in eating characteristics among chucks, rounds and loins within the 
carcass. This difference is partly reflected in rhe marker prices among those whole
sale curs within a grade. The grearesr difference in marker prices between grades 
is in the loin cur. Chuck prices in the marker are nor greatly differentiated be
tween grades. In face in most markers, Prime and Choice chuck are sold ar the 
same prices; in some instances the fatter grade is sold for less. 

Anorher aspecr in sampling is the matter of rhe number of steak samples 
char can be obtained from the cur. Here che shore loin again has advantages 
over other 'lvholesale curs. It yields from 14 co 18 fairly uniform sreak samples. 
In che marker, however. rhese sreaks from the short loin are differentiated by the 
names of Porterhouse, T-bone and Club sceaks. To make the samples uniform in 
appearance, the rip of the steak was trimmed and the render-loin muscle was 
removed. Thus, rhe sceaks had a fairly uniform appearance from the anterior co 
rhe posterior of rhe short loin. Some members of che consumer panel corrunenred 
that chey had nor seen steaks like these before. This may have been an advantage 
as it removed possibility of confounding cur preferences for a Porterhouse or 
Club sreak with grade preferences. 

To increase the sample number of steaks from each carcass, boch left and 
righc loins were used. The number of sample sreaks available from a carcass 
varies from 28 co 36 steaks, che practical limic from cwo loins. This limitation on 
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samples of a particular carcass imposes itself in the design of a beef preference 
srudy. 

Selection of carcasses representative of a grade also introduces a number of 
special problems. Each grade has arbitrary boundaries along a continuum of char
acteristics which are subjectively determined by rhe graders. Within each grade 
ir is possible co select, subjecrively, carcasses falling within pam of the grade. 
However, the number falling within, for example, each decile within rhe grade 
would describe a posirivel y skewed distribution within the higher grades and a 
negatively skewed distribution within rhe lower grades. In addition rhe bounda
ries between grades is a slightly nebulous area. In this study, specifications ro 
graders were char rhe carcasses be selected from rhe middle one-third of rhe grade. 
Ir is possible char this procedure generally resulted in rhe selection of rhe median 
type of carcasses representing rhe grade rarher chan rhe modal type. 

There is some evidence from this scudy and rhe previous laboratory experi
ment 20 char there may be differences in carcasses within grades over rime and 
among general geographical sources of cattle. Ir appears char these differences 
cannot be derecred in the subjective grading process. Apparently, generic, feeding 
and ocher factors influence eating characteristics. Purchase of carcasses from pack
ers serving different carrie-producing areas would maximize differences associated 
with the different types of breeding and feeding programs prevailing in rhe areas 
and would thereby approach a more represenrarive national sample. The major 
feeding areas marker carrie in different seasons of the year and in varying pro
portions by grades. Therefore, selection of a sample of carcasses ar a parricular 
point in rime will reflecr the parricular cross-section of characteristics ar char 
rime. 

Carcasses for rhese srudies were purchased ar rwo different seasons of rhe 
year: in April, 1955 , for the large laboratory panel, and in September, 1955, for 
rhe household consumer panel and rhe subsequent laboratory panel in February, 
1956. The difficulry of obtaining carcasses " rypical" of rhe grade according co 
rhe specifications of chis study forced procurement of carcasses from widely sepa
rated markers. 

Beef carcasses were purchased from packers located in Kansas City; Omaha, 
Nebraska; Ottumwa, Iowa; and Sr. Louis. However, no systematic sampling pro
cedure of regions nor of rhe -universe of breeding and feeding practices as rhey 
mighr influence variarion of eating characteristics was possible. Little is known 
concerning rhe nature of this variation; consequently, reliance was placed on rhe 
uniformity of interpretation of the federal grade standards by the graders opera r
ing in the various markers. The cost would be tremendous for a sample of car
casses according co territories and season of rhe year. The modest objective of 
these studies co discover the narure of the variation berween and within grades 
probably was nor seriously impaired by not introducing these refinements in 
sampling. 
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Market Significa71Ct of Variatiom h1 Acceptability Ratings: While it seems 
obvious char che popularity of beef is related directly co irs acceptability, there 
is virtually no evidence as co the precise nature of chat relationship. There are 
no proven answers ro such questions as these: What is the level of eating ac
ceptability below which as much as 5 percent of a typical supermarket's custom
ers would have complaints about their loin steaks? How wide can be the range 
of eating acceptability in a grade without causing many consumers to consider 
char grade non-homogeneous? 

A carefully designed experiment measuring both sales and accepcabilicy rat· 
ings for many people over a long period might answer these questions. There is 
little indirect evidence from this srudy. Choice grade is sold exclusively by many 
retail scores and is generally considered fairly homogeneous and satisfactory by che 
crade. Mean acceptability racings of 63 carcasses in che middle third of the Choice 
grade ranged from 2.15 co 4.54 or a difference of 2.39 poincs (Table 4). Even if 
this difference were halved because of a feeling char the middle third of che 
Choice grade was not sufficiently homogeneous, a mean difference of 1.2 or less 
between cwo carcasses may not indicate any difference in consumer acceptability. 

How great should be the difference in the means of cwo large groups of 
carcasses (for example, cwo grades) co acrach marker importance co che difference? 
Certainly a difference which is just scaciscically significant is a minimum differ· 
ence. It may need co be much larger ro have marker significance. Undue impor· 
ranee, unforrunacely, has been placed on differences of minimum statistical sig· 
nificance by some researchers. The face chat che mean rating of 21 Choice loins 
by 266 women varied 0.64 of a poinr from the first replicate co the second indi
cates chat intergrade differences of at lease chat magnirude probably have no mar· 
ket signincance (Table 20). The evidence on che heterogeneity of eating accepra· 
bility of carcasses in the leaner grades suggests considerable limitation of the use
fulness of even comparing the means of grades as presently defined. 

If grades were co be redefined co obtain more intra-grade homogeneity in 
terms of acceptability racings, various alternatives would be possible. One possi· 
bilicy would be: 

{1) Prime, best three-fourths of Choice, best one-half of Good, and best 
one-sixth of Standard; 

{2) remainder of Choice and Good, and next best one-half of Standard; 
(3) poorest one-third of Standard. 
A simpler, cwo-grade, alcemacive system would be: 
(1) All Prime and Choice, best cwo-chirds of Good, best one-third of Stand· 

ard; 
{2) poorest one-chird of Good, poorest cwo-chirds of Standard. 
While shear measures would be of considerable aid in dividing the above 

grades into a "best" portion and a poorer portion, better grading methods are 
needed. 
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Samples a:~ small and data are presently too inadequate to argue strongly 
for any redelinmon of grades. However, this lack should not prevent recognition 
of the tremendous econ~mic significanc~ of che possible redefini tion suggested 
above. It should be readily apparent wh1ch pares of any revised grade could be 
produced most ch~ply .. ~he production of fewer well-fed animals would be great
ly encouraged. Thts rev1ston of grades would 2ffecr nor only rype of production 
bur 2lso ueas of production. Moreover, ir would emphasize breeding and process
ing co produce acceptably leaner carcasses. 

APPENDI X 

Sampling Procedure 

The first stage in the procedure was the determination of the cluster areas. 
Dar2 from the 1950 Census of Population were amnged by traces to show (I) 

proportion of white and negro population, (2) number of households, and (3) 
median household income." Tracts having a population of more chan 50 percent 
negro and/ or having a median annual income of less chan $2,000 were eliminated. 
This removed 22 traces with 53,929 households in Sr. Louis and 4 traces and 
2,912 households in Sr. Louis County. 

The remaining Census traces of rhe city of Sr. Louis were combined inro 
contiguous units of approximately 3,000 households each. Adjustments were 
made for rapid population growth since 1950 in the suburban county area. In
formacion obtained from the Muker Research Depurmenc of che St. Louis G/Qbe 
DtmQCTat and data on building permits were used co make an adjustment. From 

1950 to 1954, 32,878 residential building permits had been issued by municipali
ties and 11,912 had been issued by che counry in ueas outside of che city proper. 
These were allocated co tract areas, based on street addresses and a comparison 
of detailed counry srreet maps for July, 1950, and July, 1955, showing the devd
opment of new areas.3

" 

The traces in St. Louis dry were combined ro make up 67 clusters with an 
average of 3,052 household units. Sr. Louis County rracts, adjusted for popula
tion growth, were combined into 5llh clusters with an average of 2,924 house
hold units. The 118lh city and counry clusters averaged 2,992 households. The 
original cluster units were then divided inco equal units of approximately 1500 

households each. Numbers were assigned to che 237 cluster units and 38 of these 
were selected randomly as the sample cluster units. 

The seven household units in each cluster were serially selecred from a ran
dom point co reduce travel within each cluster below char required by a random 
selection of the seven in each cluster. 

Five experienced women interviewers were employed co handle both the re
cruitment and che taste panel phases of che study. After a rwo-day training peri
od, these interviewers began recruitment for che panel under che supervision of 

a staff member. 
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A derailed srreer map w:ts prepared for each of rhe sample clusters. A srreer 
incersecrion was chosen randomly within each of the sample clusters (from which 
poinc interviews to recruit rhe household unirs beg:m). Beginning ar this poinr 
and circling rhe blocks clockwise, rhe interviewer interviewed rhe firsr household 
and every seventh household rhereafrer ro derermine irs eligibility and wherhc:r 
or nor members would cooperate. For rhe clusrers located in rhe irregular counry 
areas. specific directions were given on rhe maps co indicare rotation among 
srrecrs from which ro recruit the household panel. One call back was ordinarily 
made if household members were nor ar home:. Interviews of every sevenrh 
household continued until seven panel households had been obtained in each 
clusrer sample. O f rhe households conracred, about 29 percent were ineligible 
and about 28 percenr refused ro be interviewed or refused tO cooperate. A roral 
of 266 household panel unirs. each with rwo adult rasrers, were rhus obtained. 

uhoratory Panel Procedure 

After the loins were aged 7 to 9 days rhe tenderloin muscle and ventral, 
verrebral processes were removed. Steaks numbered 13, 14, and 15 were cur ~ 

inch thick and srored at o• F from October until rasred in February. 
Afrer steaks had been rha wed in a 38° F cooler for 24 hours, rhey were 

cooked ro medium-well-done on a rhermosrarically controlled elecrric grill. In 
practice, this was interpreted ro mean cerminacion of cooking as soon as all in
ternal pink color was gone. 

Sreaks for che shear :~nalysis were cooked co well done. 2 One-inch cores were 
taken from the medi:tl, cenrral and lateral positions of che longissimus dorsi 
muscle of rhe loin steaks. Shear determinations were made from each core sample 
while the samples were at serving temperatures. 

Two panels of four members each were utilized in making rhe rasre com
p~risons. Borh panels consisted of male and female srudenrs wich no previous 
rasring experience. The cwo panels mer daily but ar different rimes. However, 
rhey casted parallel samples so their resulrs could be compared and combined. 
The panel members rasred in separate darkened boorhs. 

The rriangle or rrio rest was used in rhese laboratory discrimination resrs. 
BrieAr ir might be described in this manner. Three samples of food are casced 
br each panel member or judge. Two of these samples are alike while the third 
presumably is differenc. The panel members are requested co identify rhe s:unple 
which is different. The degree ro which rhe proportion of successful determina
tions of the odd samples in a series of repeated comparisons exceeds chance be
comes a measure of discriminable sensory differences between the compared 
irems. The necessity for rigid con trol of variables concerning the product or pro· 
cedure is obvious. Lack of controls can and does influence the proportion of suc
cesses, as panel members are likely ro use any clue ro selecr die odd sample in 
the rrio. 

Three loin steaks were used for each comparison. Two adjoining steaks were 
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cue from one loin and one steak (presumably different) of che same relative posi
cion from anorher loin. Each panel member received bites from che same relacive 

posicion on che compared s teaks throughout che experiment. These locations 

were selected by random numbers. Therefore. each person received three samples, 
each from a different sceak. The use of rwo samples from che same steak possibly 

could have aided discrimination by providing exuaneous clues such as similarity 
in degree of doneness and/or in thickness of the samples. 

The order of casting che various comparisons was randomized subject to the 
following restrict ions: 

( 1) The order for each panel was the same. 

(2) The three grade comparisons were distributed uniform!)' throughout 

the period so char fatigue ( phys iological and psychological), learning, 
or other rime factors would nor affect comparability of results. 

Comparison of Results of the Two Laboratory Panels 
Comparison of che results of che April-May, 1955, panel (reponed in Bulletin 

612) with the February, 1956, panel reveals some striking differences in che per
centage of successful discriminations. The former panel's nee over-all discrimina

tion percenrage was 25.8 percent which for rhe latter was 41.4 percenc. The form

er panc:l was most successful in the Good-Prime comparison ( 49.6 percenr) while 

the laner was most successful in rhe Standard-Choice comparison ( 48.9 pcrcenr). 
Both panels found differences in che identical grade comparison (Table 24). 

TA:BLE 24--COMPARISON OF SUCCESSFUL DISCRIMINATION OF 
APRIL- MAY 1955 AND FEBRUARY 1956 LABORATORY PANELS 

Comparison 

Commercialb-choice0 
Good-Prime 
Choice1- Choice2 

April-May 1955 February 1956 
Panela Panel 

Actual Net Actual 
Percentage Percentage PP.rcentage 

Success Success Success 

52.0 
66.1 
46.6 

28.5 
49.6 
20.4 

65.6 
59.4 
57.7 

Net 
Percentage 

Success 

48.9 
39.6 
37.1 

aData of the inexperienced panel group. This group had tbe better level of 
performance. 

bstandard In 1956 panel. 

These results largely confirm chose of the earlier laboratory panel concern

ing che heterogeneity wi thin grades. However, the level of performance wich 
respect co comparisons varied widely. T his variation is furrher evidence of the 

hccerogeneiry of che grades. Apparently che sampling varia cion of beef carcasses 

representing che various grades was such chat it produced inconsistent pcrfotm
ance between che rwo panels. Seasonal factors in the produCtion and marketing 

of cattle probably were the underlying causes. Therefore, a sample of the popu
lations of beef carcasses would have to account for seasonal variation. 

A clue w physical heterogeneity in the two samples of beef carcasses used 
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in che cwo panc:ls is found in che comparison of che shear values. The formc:c 
panel had che highest proportion of successful discriminations in che Good
Prime comparison where che average difference between rhe mean shears of 
these grades were greatest (5.03). T hey did poorly in the Commercial-Choice 
comparison where che average difference in mean shears was 0.5 and where che 
mean shear of Commercial was the smallc:c of the rwo grades (Table 25). 

TABLE 25--COMPARISON O F SHEAR VALUES IN SAMPLE OF 
CARCASSES USED IN TWO LABORATORY PANELS 

Grade 
Commerclal6 

Good 
Choice 
Prime 

Shear Values 
April-May, 1955a 

Sample 

Mean 
16.88 
17.47 
17.38 
12.44 

Standard 
Devia tion 

5.93 
4.66 
4.62 
3.47 

Febr uary, 1955a 
Sample 

Standard 
Mean Deviation 
24.1 5.93 
20.8 4.91 
17.8c 3.33 
15.4 3.03 

aCarcasses for the April-May, 1955, panel were purchased In tate March and 
April, 1955; for the February, 1956, panel they were purchased in September, 
1955. 

bstandard In 1956 panel. 

cMean of Choice0, Cholce1, and Choice2 carcasses. 

The February, 1956, panc:l had che highest proportion of successful discrimi
nations in the Commercial-Choice comparison in which rhe average difference in 
mean shears of the grades compared was largest (6.3). Conversely, where the 
average difference of mean shears was Jess in rhe case of rhe Good-Prime com

parison rhe levc:l of performance in discriminarion was less. Apparently, a large 
share of che differences in the performances of che rwo panels arose from sampl
ing variation of che beef carcasses. 

The correlation between che net percentage of rrio discriminations and the 
mean shear difference of the carcasses compared was 0.80 (N = 27) for between
grade comparisons of the 1956 panel. However, this same coefficiem was only 
0.35 (N = 40) for the 19~5 panc:l and was 0.57 (N = 67) for the combined 
panels. 

Since ic was thought that shear differences might possibly be somewhat reb.
tive, che shear difference was computed as a percentage of the larger shear. The 
coefficient of correlation of nee percentage trios and percemage difference in shear 
for berwec:n-grade comparisons in the 1955 panel was 0.33 (N = 40). Thus, con
version of the shear difference to a percentage difference did not improve the 
correlation with rrio discrimination. The coefficient of corrc:lation of net percent
age trios and shear difference for within-grade comparisons in the 19~~ panel 
was only 0.07 (N = 80). While shear differences of pairs within grades were 
quire small- a mean difference of 3.24 compared co 6.5 between grades, 1955 
pancl- ic is difficult co account for such a weak within-grade relationship. How-
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ever, che relationship of shear within che Good and Standard grades co accepca
bilicy racings was shown above co be sufficient co improve prediction of accepca
bilicy. 

Ir is also possible char parr of rhe difference in the level of performance be
rween che panels is due co differences in judges or co some unknown and un
controlled variation in panel techniques. 
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